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Executive Reports 

President’s Report 

 
The president is responsible for overseeing and supervising the administration and effective 

running of the Association. He chairs all Executive committee meetings and is responsible for 

Executive matters in the absence of the Executive. He is an ex-officio member of all clubs and 

societies, a signatory of the Association, co-ordinates the work of the Executive, acts as media 

liaison, and represents the needs and wants of the members to all external bodies. 

INTRODUCTION 

The following report is an account of the tasks and duties completed by the 2016 Albany Students’ 

Association president, Juan Schutte. The report describes many of the various committees and 

events associated with the position, however a note should be made to the omitting of some 

activities and communications due to either being less prominent in nature or of better relevance 

to other executive positions.  

MEETINGS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

All executive meetings were chaired by the president or an acting president delegated by the 

president in the absence of the president. These meetings were held on a bi-weekly basis where 

possible (exceptions occurring in the exam and semester break periods where these meetings 

were re-scheduled for appropriate times).  These meetings allowed for adequate updates 

regarding the activity of the executive members, affiliations of clubs and setting of future goals. 

A large portion of these meetings often dealt with the updating and delegation of tasks 

surrounding the major activities of the executive (i.e. Orientation and the Ball).  

CLUB GRANTS COMMITTEE 

The president and the Administration Vice president were required to represent affiliated clubs 

regarding their club grant requests at the Clubs, Societies and Cultural Group grant meetings. 

There were 8 meetings during the year and $50,246 in grant funds were awarded.  

CAMPUS REGISTRAR MEETINGS 

The president met weekly (where possible) with the Campus Registrar, Andrea Davies, to 

communicate regarding campus activities and issues facing students. Some of these issues 

included, but were not limited to, the following: 

• Employment of campus life coordinator  

• Smoking Areas  

• Campus Safety  
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• Contract Negotiations  

• Club Activities  

• Campus Events/Culture  

EVENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

The president met weekly (where possible) with the University’s events coordinator, Andrea 

Abbott, and campus life coordinator, Kristina Montgomerie (Semester 1) and new campus life 

coordinator, Kristina Sokolova (Semester 2). These meetings consisted of discussion and ideation 

surrounding the development of activities for students on campus. These meetings ensured 

optimal collaboration between the Albany Students’ Association and the University with regards 

to activities on Campus. From these meetings, an event working group was established as well 

as event based documentation established by the president. 

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING 

The president chaired and helped setup the meeting area for the Special General Meeting. This 

meeting was used to introduce the new executive as well as interact with the various club 

presidents who attended this meeting.   

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

The president chaired and helped setup the meeting area for the Annual General Meeting. An 

update regarding the current activities of the ASA was provided. There were quite a few changes 

made to the constitution which had to be explained to the meetings attendees and these had to 

be accepted or rejected. All changes, most of which were related to punctuation, were accepted. 

CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT MEETINGS 

In 2016 campus developments included the removal of over 100 car parking spaces. This removal 

was sudden with students not being properly informed of the impact of the developments. The 

president received many complaints regarding this as many students were struggling to find 

parking and as such had difficulties attending lectures and assessments. This issue resulted in 

many meetings in which the president had to discuss the problem and attempt to find a solution 

for the issue with the campus registrar, campus operations manager and campus facilities 

manager. The results from these meetings were the opening of additional car parking areas 

alongside the current campus parking as well as installation of signage to inform the students of 

the alternatives. Car parking continues to be an issue and with campus developments, no doubt 

will continue to be an issue in the future. It is recommended that the ASA further its investigation 

into alternative means of transport onto campus such as those seen at other universities, e.g. 

Massey University Palmerston North, free public transport.  

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT INTEGRATION INITIATIVES  

An issue regarding the unintended social segregation of the international student demographic of 

the Albany campus was raised in 2016. This was deemed unacceptable by the 2016 executive 
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and as such efforts were made to highlight reasons for this apparent segregation and a means 

to establish integration was developed. A note was made of the lack of Facebook, a primary ASA 

method of advertising social orientated activities, utilisation by Chinese students due to the lack 

of Facebook in China. Instead a platform known as WeChat is utilised. The ASA decided to 

investigate this initiative alongside some eager students as a possible means to broaden the social 

advertising of the ASA to students who felt separated from campus culture. The president and 

the welfare executive member did some research and held many meetings regarding this platform 

and its utilisation. The president setup a WeChat development group for which the welfare 

representative became responsible. 

 

The ASA then discovered that a club on campus had been hosting a WeChat profile on which all 

information was distributed in Mandarin. This is against university policy, as potential 

misinformation and false advertising could occur. This club was also advertising itself under a 

name that translated to,” Massey University Students’ Association”, a clear breach in the policies 

and practices allowed by the ASA and the University as well as a potential root cause for student 

confusion and a lack of student integration.  Due to this name-issue the ASA could not successfully 

implement their own WeChat platform. The president met repeatedly with the club president, and 

later the campus registrar, to highlight and discuss this issue whilst attempting to formulate some 

solution regarding the issues. This remained unresolved at the end of 2016. 

STUDENT FEEDBACK FORUM   

The president attended the meeting as a representative of the Association to discuss any issues 

raised with the relative students and to derive solutions to problems.  

NZUSA CONGRESS AND MEETINGS 

The president attended meetings with the NZUSA executive at a congress in 2015 as well as 

meetings throughout 2016. These meetings dealt with country-wide student issues, particularly 

the state of student accommodation, as well as dealing with political parties with respect to their 

promises/actions relating to students. Whilst somewhat beneficial these meetings did not actively 

contribute/benefit the situations on the Albany Campus, and as such the president decided to 

make them a secondary concern, with his efforts best spent on rectifying issues the Albany 

students were facing.   

EXECUTIVE TEAM MANAGEMENT 

There was a lack of prior discussion/disclosure regarding the responsibilities of each of the 

executive roles. This resulted in some executive severely struggling to accommodate the 

requirements of the ASA whilst continuing optimally with the requirements of their studies. The 

president held meetings with these individuals, and continued to have similar meetings with 

executive, regarding the requirements of each role and potential methodologies to assist with the 

completion of responsibilities. The president also held meetings to communicate the ability for 
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members to resign if the ASA was negatively affecting their studies. These meetings helped clarify 

role responsibilities and the administration vice president and the social vice president both made 

the decision to resign due to prior University commitments. This situation highlighted the need 

for an accurate training document for ASA executive to ensure all executive had prior knowledge 

of the requirements of their roles.  

 

• Due to the unfortunate resignation of the administration vice president the president was 

required to handle some of the administrative tasks associated with the executive.  

• Due to time restrictions and the eventual and unfortunate resignation of the social vice 

president the president was required to handle many of the social tasks associated with 

the executive.  

• The president experienced difficulties in knowing what executive were available and when 

they were available for required duties. As such a rudimentary roster system was 

constructed to highlight the availability of each executive.  

SPORTS AND RECREATION COMMITTEE  

The president was required to attend meetings associated with the development of the sports 

and recreation aspect of campus. These meetings dealt with the sport and recreational services 

provided by the University to the students. Issues such as club access to the sports hall as well 

as the fees charged to students were discussed.  

CLUBS’ AND ACTIVITIES COORDINATOR RESPONSIBILITY REQUESTS  

The president met with both the campus registrar and the clubs’ and activities coordinator (CAC) 

to discuss the function of this role and the requirements of the ASA and University to provide 

adequate support and guidance to the clubs.  

 

The president requested that the CAC hold weekly meetings with clubs to empower and guide 

these clubs to host weekly events at Student Central. It is intended that the CAC be aware of the 

weekly events to be held on campus and partake in the planning of these and the inclusion of 

relative clubs in these events as a means for club promotion and growth in university culture and 

student experience.  

RADIO STATION  

The president was involved in discussions regarding the implementation of a student radio on the 

Albany Campus. Plans were made to host an aerial at the student central building which could be 

connected to the ASA internet and stream the Palmerston North based student radio station to 

the Albany students. Since then the site was visited by a signal transmission specialist who found 

the student central building to be unsuitable and the library has been suggested as the new 

location. This could cause issues with connecting to the radio station and as such further 

discussions regarding the implementation will be required. A note should be made as to the 
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potential to foster an Albany version/branch of student radio and further investigation regarding 

the incomes associated with such ventures is required.  

POST GRADUATE MEETINGS 

The president was required to attend meetings associated with post graduate based issues and 

activities on Campus. The 2016 president was a post graduate student and as such was the best 

suited of the executive to be on this committee. At this meeting issues surrounding the lack of 

easily accessible post graduate resources were discussed. Issues surrounding the lack of 

adequate statements of expectations and lack of post graduate social events were also raised. 

Recently a post graduate working group has been established to deal with concerns surrounding 

the location and facilities associated with the post graduate students on the East Precinct campus. 

These students are currently undergoing a relocation and discussions surrounding, safety and 

facilities are occurring.  

ANNUAL BALL 

The president played a largely advisory role in the planning of the annual ball. Site visits were 

conducted with other members of this committee and all decisions associated with this event 

were approved by the president. 

 

The ball event was decorated by the executive including the president. As such the president was 

personally involved in the hanging and placing of many of the decorations around the venue as 

well as packing these up once the event had ended. For most of the event the president remained 

at the door welcoming guests and checking that they had their tickets.   

 

Unfortunately, during the ball there was an Auckland wide power failure. This meant that the 

president had to communicate with the venue’s staff to co-ordinate the evacuation of the guests, 

due to health and safety hazards. The president was then involved with managing the guests as 

they left the venue.   

PRESIDENTS’ MEETING 

The presidents of the three Massey University campuses had two meetings with the vice 

chancellor and administration vice chancellor to discuss the wider issues facing university students 

on each of the campuses. At these meetings, the issues surrounding the lack of adequate 

communication surrounding the Albany campus developments, namely the sudden reduction in 

car parking, as well as the lack of adequate distance student assistance (as this had affected our 

internal student assistance program), was discussed.  Issues raised at these meetings resulted in 

the local campus registrar scheduling a meeting with the president to rectify the issue.  
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CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS  

The president was involved in the analysis of the 2016 activities of the Association and the 

projection of these activities onto a budget for 2017. This projection with justification was then 

discussed with the campus registrar and later the contract negotiation committee. Within the 

initial proposal, the president requested provisions for the following roles to be funded within the 

Association: 

 

Clubs’ Manager:  

The president noted a distinct lack in the ‘hands-on’ promotion of clubs and the fostering 

and assisting of clubs to promote themselves as well as the public implementation of club 

based activities on campus. A request was made that the ASA be provided with funds to 

employ someone capable of leading the clubs to a point of club relative strength and 

independence.  

 

DENIED: The proposal for this position was denied, the justification for this being that the 

current university based clubs and activity coordinator is responsible for such outcomes 

and activities.  

  

Campus Cultural Coordinator:  

The president noted that the activities and event based expectations of the University on 

the Association were not reasonable given the current Association structure. To comply 

with this event-based expectation a proposal for funding to allow for the employment of 

a campus culture coordinator was made.  

 

ACCEPTED: This proposal was somewhat accepted, the granted funds being significantly 

lower than those requested, and in 2017 this position will join the ASA staff. 

EVENTS  

It must be noted that not all of the events hosted by the Albany Students’ Association were 

personally attended by the president, however almost all events did require planning and task 

allocation which was predominantly conducted by the president.  

ORIENTATION WEEKS 

The week of events is organised in conjunction with the university. This joint event development 

means that often there are issues stemming from a lack of communication or misinterpretation 

of expectations. To ensure accurate planning and implementation of orientation in both semester 

1 and semester 2 an orientation week planning document was established by the president. The 

president intends that this document/style of documentation be utilised in all further activities 

and events organized in conjunction with the University.  
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The president representing the Association assisted in the packing of the Orientation bags for 

both Semester One and Two. The president along with the executive team helped in the 

distribution of these during academic orientation. This was a huge task which included the adding 

of ASA branded material to the bags. 

 

The president was involved in almost every aspect of both 2016 orientation weeks. Some of the 

duties included event planning, event research/purchasing and executive task allocation. The 

president’s role during the planning and implementation of these events became more akin to 

that of an events manager. The president was also highly involved in the planning of the 2017 

semester 1 orientation week. 

OPEN DAY 

The ASA hosted a free sausage sizzle BBQ on open day to inform potential students of the ASA 

and the activities and services associated with the ASA and it’s executive.  

NOMINATION BBQ 

The president was involved in the nominations BBQ at which the president interacted with much 

of the student populace and assisted in the nomination process of many students.  

NIGHT MARKETS 

The president in collaboration with the University proposed the implementation of semester night 

markets. A request document and a risk assessment and management form (RAMS) was 

completed for this event and lighting was provided by the Albany Students’ Association.   

EASTER EGG HUNT 

The president along with the executive and student life coordinator hid Easter eggs around the 

student central area of campus. Effort was made to ensure that the eggs were well hidden as 

well as protected from the rain.     

CLUBS’ PRIZE GIVING AND LOTY 

The president was involved with the setting up of these events, the handing out of the awards, 

speeches, auxiliary event activities and post event cleaning.  

BONFIRE 

One of the larger initiatives taken on by the president was the introduction of ‘bonfire’ capabilities 

for the Albany Students’ Association. Although requested by previous members of the executive, 

the University has never approved the use of fire in the form of a bonfire or fire pit during events. 

To attain approval, the president was required to gain approval from the relevant New Zealand 

fire authorities as well as complete a comprehensive risk assessment and management form. 

Once the use of bonfires was permitted, these were used for marshmallow roasting activities held 
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at the night market and ComeUnity club event. Due to the popularity and novelty of these events, 

a further request was made to allow for the implementation of these each Friday, weather 

permitting. This request was approved and since then marshmallow roasting activities have been 

conducted by the president. It should be noted that the president was required to be present for 

every event which had a bonfire and that there was much positive feedback from the novelty and 

occurrence of this activity. 

WHINE OVER WINE 

The president was largely involved with this event. As with the bonfire events, university approval 

was required for this event. A RAMS form and University permit was required for the alcohol 

which was to be present at the event. The president was responsible for acquiring a person with 

a bar managers license which was required for the legal distribution of alcohol. The president was 

also involved in the decorating and acquiring of alcohol for the event. This event was 

unfortunately badly timed (proximity to exams) as well as not adequately advertised.  

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

ADVERTISING 

The president repeatedly requested a simple means to advertise events and activities to students 

via the computers around campus. A request was made for the contact details of an individual 

who would be capable of this form of advertising. This did not occur within 2016, however there 

are developments within the university to generate such a contact. Currently the Association has 

static advertising in the form of posters/pamphlets and Facebook posts. The ASA requires some 

way to communicate the work done and impact of the Association to the students in a functional 

format. 

SCREENS ON CAMPUS  

As in 2015, the president requested the implementation of electronic screens on campus to 

dynamically advertise campus life and activities, as those seen at other prominent universities 

such as AUT and Victoria. Electronic screens would be an optimal method for dynamically 

advertising the current activities around campus as well as provide a platform for the generation 

of features promoting student life, e.g. news shows, student projects, etc. However due to the 

institutions aversion to the implementation of advertising screens on campus, it is exceedingly 

difficult to dynamically advertise the activities/work done by the Association. This request was 

denied by the University. This issue and its relevance with the desires of the current student body 

need to be addressed and finalised in 2017.  
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MOVIE SCREEN REQUEST 

The president requested the purchase of a screen on which movies could be projected for the 

campus movie nights. Much discussion, research, as well as a site visit was conducted by those 

involved in this request. As at the close of 2016, the request was pending further investigation.  

PERMANENT BBQ IN STUDENT CENTRAL REQUEST 

The president had discussions with the Massey events team regarding the implementation of a 

permanent BBQ area on Campus for student BBQs. As at the close of 2016, this request was with 

the University’s campus life coordinator, campus events manager and campus operations 

manager.  

MASSIVE MAGAZINE 

Due to highlighted issues regarding content published by Massive magazine, predominantly claims 

of misogynistic behaviours amongst the editing structures and recent publications of the 

magazine, the president was required to contact individuals responsible for the monitoring of this 

media and the presidents of the other Massey student associations. The president requested the 

introduction of an external monitoring structure to ensure that the content would be accepted by 

the students. This developed into a Media Advisory Board, which Massive magazine has since 

implemented successfully. 

SURVEYS 

The president was involved in the generation of two types of survey, namely the transport and 

smoking surveys. The first iteration of the transport survey was conducted by the president along 

with two additional executive members. The second round of the transport survey and smoking 

survey was initiated by the president who played a largely ‘delegator’ role with regards to 

questions and conducting of the survey. The results of these surveys indicated that the lack of 

car parking and sufficient transport alternatives is a major issue affecting the students as well as 

the overall acceptance to relocating the smoking area to a less centralized area of campus. 

EXECUTIVE TRAINING 

The 2016 executive were not adequately equipped with some form of training/guideline 

documentation to ease the duties/responsibilities of their term. As such the president developed 

a training document and training program which would help prepare and equip the new executive 

with the tools utilised during the 2016 year. This document highlighted all processes and 

documentation utilised in 2016 as well as highlighting recommendations for future development.  

The president was personally involved in the general training of the 2017 executive with the 

addition of personalised training for the incoming president and social vice president.  
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LOYALTY CARDS 

Student participation and involvement in generating a university wide student culture is a difficult 

thing to generate. As such one of the initiatives which is intended to be implemented by the ASA 

in 2017 is that of a Loyalty card to promote and somewhat incentivise the continual involvement 

of students in ASA related activities. Further development of such initiatives is required.  

TRANSPARENCY PROJECTS 

This segment of the report deals with the communication of activities to the students. Please also 

refer to the sections on advertising and electronic screens earlier in this report. The president has 

been involved in the planning of the below initiatives to be implemented by the 2017 executive 

team. 

 

• Know the FACTS Board 

To inform the students of how the Association is working for them, the Association needs 

to get the attention of the students.  A big board with a sign saying, “Know the Facts” in 

bright colours is bound to get some interest. For this board to be effective it needs to 

contain information in a quick cool format. A popular format such as this is infographics. 

these are relatively simple and awesome looking posters which fit easily into the current 

student culture.  

 

• Board of Wants and Wins and Promises 

The University does not always approve of the initiatives of the Association. It is however, 

VERY important to inform the students of ALL requests made by the Association to the  

University, i.e. as well as those that get approved, those that are currently being worked 

on. This could be done both through the distribution of a monthly/semester pamphlet of 

activity updates as well as another wall/board detailing the proposals made, literally 

having the proposal documents on this will do the job. Large dramatic signs saying 

APPROVED, PENDING, and DENIED could be stuck onto the proposals and hopefully the 

majority will be green! 

DOCUMENTATION 

The president noted a distinctive lack of identification for various Association related 

documentation. The president decided to derive a systematic approach to documentation and the 

identification of this documentation. The following lists these classifications and the respective 

documentation: 

 

• EDOC: Events Document (A monthly report) 

• PDOC: Proposal Documents 

• RAMS FORM: Risk Assessment and Management System Forms  

• RDOC: Request Documents  
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• SDOC: Survey Documents  

• TDOC: Training Documents 

 

Within these classifications, the documents needed to be made easily identifiable. The president 

made use of a Date_ Document Type_ Document Name approach to documentation. Further to 

the above classifications within each document a header was developed which highlighted the 

type of document, its purpose and the date at which it was made whilst clearly branding the 

document with the Association’s logo and colours.  The president also constructed a statement 

of clarity regarding to whom the contents should be made available as this simple methodology 

for control of information distribution was lacking.  

 

• Risk Assessment Management System Form (RAMS Form) The university requires 

the development and utilisation of a RAMS Form for all events in which there is a potential 

for harm for any involved in the event. These forms outline the plans and procedures 

which are to be performed both prior and during an event to mitigate and control and 

risks to participants. These forms are submitted to the campus health and safety 

manager, campus life coordinator and campus registrar for review. The president 

constructed multiple RAMS Forms throughout 2016 and was involved in all Health and 

Safety Aspects within Events.  

 

• Request Document For many of the initiatives which the ASA would like to implement 

or see implemented, request documents must be submitted to the university. This 

documentation is vital for both the accurate communication of ideas to the university as 

well as a method for recording the requests already made to the university. The president 

established these request documents as both a means to accurately communicate 

thoughts between the ASA and the University but also to allow for a type of 

communication regarding ASA initiatives to the student populace.  

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES 

The continual development of novel effective and repeatable events which inspire community 

interaction such as the bonfire and night market events is recommended for the future 

developments within the Albany Students’ Association’s event structure. There is also a 

recommendation that the future president be aware of the 2016 request for the Clubs’ and 

Activities Coordinator to be a more clubs’ events and promotion orientated position. The incoming 

president should attempt to improve current strategies of interacting with the student population 

and develop improved methodologies for the understanding of student opinions on issues. Finally, 

a recommendation is made for the further development of the Albany Students’ Association as a 

relatable brand and identity to students on Campus, a brand which they trust admire and aspire 

to be part of. 
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The president would like to thank the executive team for their great efforts throughout the year, 

all of which have helped to generate an awesome year and have improved upon the Association 

and University life in many ways. Special thanks is given to Lance Walsh for his continual support 

in 2016 and his commitment to the Association as acting president in the absence of the president. 

In closing I, Juan Schutte, wish the Albany Students’ Association the greatest possible future with 

successful endeavours and a growing capability to provide the best for our students.     

 

Juan Schutte 

ASA President 
13th December 2016 
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Administration Vice-President’s Report 

 
The Administration Vice-President is responsible for ensuring that the Executive remain informed, 
keep to budget, go to meetings, and update and develop policy which is representative of the 
needs and wants of the members. They are a signatory, organise all the Annual General Meetings 
and Elections, present the Budget to the members for ratification and advise on Constitutional 
matters as they arise. This information collection and dissemination role is crucial to the effective 
and efficient working of the Student Executive. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report was written to assess and look at what the 2016 administration vice president has 

done while in the position. My time in office started as being the social general executive and 

then stepping up as administration vice president. During my time, I have partially taken on social 

vice president tasks, including: messaging the clubs, surveys for clubs and introducing a new type 

of club grant.  

 

During office, most of my time was spent writing minutes and agendas and running events. I also 

stood in for the president for 6 weeks whilst he was overseas in which during this time I 

overlooked the nominations and elections for the new 2017 executive. This report covers all 

events and projects I have either helped with or done mainly on my own. There are areas for 

improvement and I intend to implement these new improvements for 2017 as president for the 

Association.  

MEETINGS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Executive Committee meetings were held fortnightly and other discussions regarding matters 

were had on Facebook and over the phone. From the 4th meeting onwards, I wrote the agenda 

and recorded the minutes of the meetings. I messaged all the executives and the office manager 

for what needed adding to the agenda. Over the year, I have improved the style of the minutes 

making it clear what has been discussed and what are action points. The agenda can still be 

further improved by including what supporting documents are needed, as it can get confusing 

when there are many documents.  

CLUBS, SOCIETIES AND SOCIAL GROUP (CSCG) GRANT COMMITTEE 

For the CSCG grant meetings, my role was to review the grants that clubs applied for and act as 

a voice for the students while trying to be reasonable for the allocation of the money spent. As 

the year went on for any club grants I thought were unreasonable or needed clarification I would 

contact them and ask them about it.  
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BALL COMMITTEE 

The ball was largely organised by me. This included, the venue, catering, DJ, photo booth, ticket 

price and budget. We visited two venues and I contacted three potential venues to host the ball. 

The venue which was selected took a month of negotiations to lower the price of the ball. The 

night of the ball was a wreck, a suburb-wide power cut which shortly put an end to the event. 

Even thought there was a lot of food at the ball, we received complaints about the vegetarian 

options. 

SLA AGREEMENT MEETINGS 

In the president’s absence, I finished off the SLA contract negotiations for the money the 

Association would receive from the University for 2017. This involved video conferences and 

meeting with Campus Registrar, Andrea Davies to discuss the SLA funding. During the 

negotiations, I brought up the fact that our SAP hardship funding was under stress and our fund 

will need increasing. However, this was declined and a counter-offer of a mid-year request for 

additional SAP funding if required.  

SJS MEETING  

In the absence of the president I met with representatives from SJS who are keen to work with 

us in the coming year and apologised for the lack of involvement with the ASA. 

EVENTS 

I participated in the following events.  

• Dog Therapy During the first semester, as part of the stress relief effort from the ASA 

we invited dogs onto campus and ran a BBQ.  

• Class Advocate Training I helped set up and pack for this event however was busy for 

the event so I could not attend this event. I had a meeting with my club SINZ. 

• SGM This is our special general meeting where we approved the budget. I wrote up the 

minutes for this meeting and wrote the attendance on the minutes. 

• Student Engagement Forum At this Forum it was good to hear so many students’ 

opinions and to hear from Massey University in how they divide the student services levy 

fee. It was interesting to find out how few students knew where the money actually went. 

I took a lot of notes for this and I plan to create a Q & A page on the ASA website where 

a lot of these basic questions can be answered. I didn’t even know about all the 

information that Massey puts up, so I’m sure a lot of students didn’t either. 

• Clubs’ Development Training The clubs undergo a training day which is in much need 

of improvement. I attended this event and found a significant problem that needs to be 

addressed. The AGM clubs are expected to have and how to affiliate to the ASA needs a 

lot of improvement.  
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• Pancake Day This was a fantastic success, with a lot of the pancakes given out after 

only an hour. It was a cost-effective event with many votes taken from students for 

lecturer of the year. My main role for this event was cooking the pancakes.  

• Whine over Wine This event was a replacement for my original idea of ‘complaint day’ 

where students could complain about anything! Whine over wine was meant to appeal 

to mature students, however this event was a failure, with the event having hardly 

attendees. Although everything was well organised the marketing side and the times 

were done badly. 

• Bonfire Night I helped with some of the set up and helped manage the event. I cut a 

lot of wood with the president to help make this night cost effective. I also helped to 

keep the fires going while making sure the students were a safe distance from the 

bonfires when they weren’t roasting marshmallows. 

• O-Week semester 1 For O-Week semester one, I helped with the construction of the 

finishing line for the horse races and the outdoor set up for the horse races, however it 

was moved inside due to the weather conditions.  

• O-Week semester 1 As part of O-Week semester 2 I helped the whole week with the 

cutting out of the snowflake, hanging the snowflake, running archery and setting up for 

multiple events such as the movie night. 

• Clubs’ development workshop During this I asked the clubs if they have any concerns 

and pushed to ask about grants and whether they would like a better system. 

• AGM At the annual general meeting I presented the changes to the constitution to be 

approved by students.  

• Nominations sausage sizzle I helped set up and pack for this event and ran the BBQ 

and encouraged people to get nominated. 

• Pancake day During this event I helped set up and direct people on how to do stuff, 

overall very successful.  

• Meet the candidates BBQ I helped set up and pack up for this event. I helped to get 

the music and mic working properly. 

• LOTY I helped set up for this event for both Thursday and Friday.  The event was a great 

success and everyone was satisfied from the event. 

• Wonder room launch As part of the Wonder room launch I attended this event to help 

give a presence for the ASA.  

• Cloud Creation In preparation for de-stress fest during semester 2 exam times I helped 

to make the clouds and got a few people to help out by encouraging people around the 

ASA lounge.  
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SPECIAL PROJECTS 

DISCRETIONARY GRANT FOR CLUBS 

As part of my interest in improving the quality of clubs on campus I saw the need for faster access 

to grants for the clubs on campus. I discussed the idea of 100% grants and came around  to the 

idea of having non-grant round grants that clubs can have access to, to help support clubs on 

campus. The rules around this are currently being made and will be implemented next year. 

UPDATING CLUB COMMITTEES CHECK 

Due to the vacancy in the position of social vice president, I took it upon my myself to make sure 

that clubs were following ASA rules around updating the club committees. However, most clubs 

responded saying they would change the club committee at the start of the year. 

ASA LOUNGE BLINDS 

ASA runs a lot of events in the ASA lounge, however the powerpoint slides on the screen were 

almost impossible to read so I pushed for blinds to get put in the lounge. Juan was the main 

contact with the Campus register for this. 

MIRROR IN CARPARK 

As part of Health and Safety on campus, there was a dangerous corner in the carpark which I 

personally identified and brought to the attention of facilities management. Quick action took 

place and a curvex mirror was installed.  

KPI 

As part of the executive honorarium, KPI needed to be drafted so the executive can be assessed. 

This involved research into KPI and how to create relevant KPI that are fair and reasonable for 

all executives.  

CLUB FUNDS ON NEW FOOSBALL AND INFLATABLE COUCHES 

There is a pool of money that clubs can apply for for their events and assets. Some of this money 

was left over and it was requested it was put towards purchasing assets to benefit all students. I 

did some idea generation and thought that a new foosball table and inflatable couches would be 

great purchases. The other request I brought up in the grant meeting were new microwaves on 

the OR campus.   

PICTURE FRAMES ON THE ASA LOUNGE WALL 

To move and revitalise the history of the executives I took the ASA executive photos from a box 

and hung them up on a ASA lounge wall. So now we’ll constantly have a decade worth of executive 

history on the wall. 
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ASA WEBSITE TOUCH UP 

I wanted the ASA website to look better and be more visually appealing however I did not 

continue with the large effort that would be required for this. However, it got a small touch up 

with the words ‘members menu’ now showing when students sign into the website. 

CLUB SURVEY  

I ran a survey amongst the clubs to find out what was going on. This was a fail with only 7 

responses. I gained some insight to issues going on within the clubs. 

CONSTITUTION UPDATE 

The constitution was in much need of an update and to ensure that it was relevant for the new 

structure and positions. I added some visual updates to make it look more like an ASA document. 

CLUB EXECUTIVE UPDATES 

During the year, I identified that club executives struggle to do the right documentation when 

updating their executive. I messaged all the presidents of each club to talk to me when they 

update their committees. Most clubs will be doing it next year so I’ll be helping them through it. 

SMOKING AREA CONCERNS 

It was brought to my attention that the new smoking area was of a concern as it was under 

facilitated I investigated the situation and raised my concerns with the campus coordinator.  

DIGITAL SCREENS 

To encourage club promotion, I wanted digital screens installed around campus and I asked 

companies for quotes and how this could be funded. However, no progress has been made since 

then. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I have the following recommendations: 

 

1. The ASA should focus more on clubs 

2. More concerns need to be heard from students 

3. The agenda should include a list of supporting documents 

4. Contact clubs if a club grant looks as though it may not get approved to get clarification 

5. Hold the ball at QBE Stadium opposite Massey University 

6. Lower the budget on the ball and increase ticket price 

7. Increased vegetarian options for the ball 

8. Make students more aware of where their money is going 

9. Improve the process for a club to affiliate and improve the training that clubs receive 

10. Interact with students at activities, to find out how university is going for them 
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11. Let people know when they need to help out – LOTY 

12. Have KPI for the staff to assess if work is being met, in the case where we are not lucky 

to have staff like Jacqueline, Penny and Kay-leigh who are ready to put in the extra mile 

for the Association 

13. Make the suggestion box more prominent 

 

 

Lance Walsh 

ASA Administration Vice President 
12th December 2016 
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Academic Representative Report 

The academic general executive representative is responsible for overseeing all matters involving 
provision and quality of education on the Albany Campus.  This role:  

• Sits on all academic boards and report back issues to the student executive;  
• Liaises with the advocacy coordinator about academic issue trends and reports back to 

the student executive and relevant University boards;  
• Is jointly responsible with the social general executive for coordinating student 

representatives on University committees at a campus level and the college and 
department level. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

As the general executive for the ASA holding the Academic portfolio, this report seeks to cover 

the tasks and activities executed for the year of 2016. Due to the College Board meetings being 

shifted to the Manawatu campus, the academic portfolio for the year 2016 has been different 

compared to previous years. The role has been adjusted to support other portfolios and major 

events organised by the association. 

MEETINGS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

The executive meetings were held fortnightly where discussion and updates of issues were raised. 

Club affiliations, ratification of accounts and delegation of tasks for different projects were 

properly planned and noted down for execution. Updates on pending cases are followed up in 

the consecutive meetings to ensure that all matters concern is addressed. 

DIVERSITY PANEL FOR MASSIVE STUDENT MAGAZINE 

As one of the panel members, the academic executive reviewed the final draft of each issue of 

the student magazine. Feedback was given to the magazine editor on each issue. The editor was 

informed of issues relating to content, which ensured optimal quality before publication.  

UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE COMMITTEE 

A committee was established consisting of myself and two instructors to manage and coach the 

Massey University’s UC team. Team selection process was planned and carried out across all 3 

Massey campuses. Weekly training for the selected team was conducted each Saturday, and 

regular correspondence with internal and external parties was carried out throughout the weeks 

leading to the TV Quiz competition.  

BALL COMMITTEE 

Planning in terms of theme, venue, food and beverages and activities were discussed with other 

committee members. The academic executive was in charge for the transport services to and 
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departing from the venue. Decorating display pieces and making decorative masks were executed 

in line with the Venetian Masquerade theme. 

WECHAT PLATFORM FOR MUSSN 

Contact was made with the MUASSN representative by the academic and welfare executives to 

discuss the efforts in combining with the ASA’s WeChat Platform. The intent of the initiative was 

to provide English translation to enhance the efforts of promoting international student 

integration.  

EVENTS 

The academic executive participated in the following events.  

• Semester 1 Academic Orientation and O-Week The academic executive 

represented the Association to conduct a presentation at the international students and 

postgraduate students’ orientation to introduce ASA to the new students. The academic 

executive was actively involved with planning for Orientation week in Semester 1; 

advertised events using posters, Facebook groups and distribution of flyers; Co-hosted 

events organised throughout the week. Interacted with large group of students to get 

them involved with the Orientation activities.  

• Class Advocate Training and (Semester 1 and Semester 2) The academic 

executive was present at the class advocate training and assisted with logistics setup and 

crowd control. Also assisted in the preparation of class advocates training goody bags 

that carried informational material and accessories.  

• Special General Meeting Facilitated the ASA Special General Meeting that was chaired 

by the president to update students on the financial objectives and budgets allocated for 

the year. Facilitated the setup logistics and distribution of pizzas for the students who 

attended the SGM. 

• Exam De-Stress Fest Actively involved with the cloud making process during the exam 

de-stress week, prepared bubble wrap stands and prepared de-stress week flyers with 

the effort of helping students to reduce stress levels during the study break and exam 

week. 

• Student Engagement Forum (both Semester 1 and Semester 2) Attended the 

Student Engagement Forums held by the university to understand how the student 

services levy has been allocated for different purposes by the university. I noted down 

some of the issues raised by the students as future reference for future planning for the 

betterment of student life.  

• Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) Pancake Day Interacted with students and explained 

the LOTY voting process. Communicated with students to sign up on the forms to select 

the lecturer they wish to award for their arduous effort in being great lecturers at the 

university. Directed students to get free pancakes available at the Student Central for 

every vote. 
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• Whine Over Wine Brainstormed for ice-breaking activities for the Whine over Wine 

event, which was created to enable students to have one day to whine on specific topic 

matters. Conducted venue set up, advertised the event through social media on 

Facebook, and involved with discussions relating to poster design.  

• Bonfire A bonfire event was organised on campus in line with the campus market night. 

As the fire warden, I prevented overcrowding of students roasting marshmallows by the 

fire during the event for safety reasons. Diligently alerted students of the hot surfaces 

around the fire. Safety measures were in place like water, sand, first aid kits and security 

contact. As a result, everyone was unharmed and had an enjoyable night. 

• Easter Egg Hunt Assisted with coordinating the Easter egg hunt event by hiding the 

Easter egg chocolates early in the morning, and attached them to locations around the 

campus for students to search for them. 

• ComeUnity Club Bonfire The ComeUnity Club had requested to conduct a bonfire for 

their end of semester party. I facilitated and monitored the use of bonfire for the night 

that was held in the weekend. 

• Semester 2 Academic Orientation and Winter Festival As in semester 1, the 

academic executive represented the Association to conduct a presentation at the 

international students’ and postgraduate students’ orientation to introduce ASA to the 

new students. The Winter Fest was themed “Narnia’’. Involved with putting up 

decorations of Christmas trees around the ASA student lounge, prepared and hung up 

the giant snowflakes, organised a wishing tree, organised the feel and find event, 

facilitated with setting up the giant snow globe and the archery competition. Prepared 

Turkish delights and fruits for the chocolate fountain and facilitated the bonfire event of 

roasting marshmallows that was held concurrently with the Night Market.  

• Nominations Sausage Sizzle Actively approached students to get involved with 

nominating candidates to run for the ASA committee positions for 2017. Reminded 

students to sign up for class advocates and spread the word about the annual Ball event 

that was going to be held on 25th August. 

• Make Your Own Mask Prepared masks with decorative ornaments to be used as 

decorations for the Ball. Encouraged students to join the event which also promoted Ball 

attendance.  

• ASA Venetian Masquerade Ball Discussions on the theme and finalising details of the 

Ball were held from June to July. The academic executive was involved with venue 

selection and decorations. The academic executive was primarily in charge of organizing 

buses travelling from Massey University to The Wharf and the return trip as well. A 

separate route upon return was organized where a bus was to detour from The Wharf to 

Auckland CBD for students wanting to arrange transport back home from the city, before 

finally returning to Massey University. Registration for the ball attendees was done 

beforehand at 6:30pm for those who paid for the transport services. Due to unexpected 

crisis, the Ball had to be ended earlier than the expected time. The Ball committee, 
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consisting mainly the ASA Executive members managed the staff and the ball goers upon 

leaving the venue in an orderly fashion. The bus drivers arrived within 15 minutes after 

being contacted to pick up the ball goers as soon as possible. 

• Make A Dove for Peace Assisted at the event with hanging of paper doves on the tree. 

Wrote peace messages for peace week. Promoted the event on Facebook with pictures 

to encourage students to partake in the event, where students write down their peace 

messages to support the initiative. 

• Meet the Candidates BBQ for the 2017 ASA Nominees Arranged sequence of ASA 

2017 nominees to give their speech for the nomination. Assisted with the setup of the 

BBQ. 

• Slushy Wednesday Distributed slushies to students to encourage voting for the 

Lecturer of the year. Assisted with the sausage sizzle for LOTY sign ups. 

• Stress Busters for Exam De-Stress Week (Semester 2) Participated in the filming 

of the exam stress busters’ video clip. Assisted with logistics of the bubble machines. 

Assisted with folding de-stress brochures for exam de-stress week. 

• ASA De-Stress Fest Dog Therapy Day Set up signs used to direct students to the 

Student Central to engage with the dogs from the Canine Friends charity association. 

Promoted the event with photos on the Facebook page. Involved in packing up of the 

equipment used. 

• Clubs’ Prize Giving Involved with set up and decoration of the venue. Assisted at the 

Clubs’ Prize Giving ceremony by keeping scores of the Bingo games and ushering the 

attendees to dinner. 

• Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) Involved with set up and decoration of the venue. 

Assisted in handing out of prizes and certificates presented to lecturers nominated and 

acknowledged by students for their outstanding efforts in their respective fields of 

teaching. 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

TRANSPORT SURVEY 

Discussed transport alternatives and issues of students’ commuting to the university. Designed 

questionnaires for the survey which included frequency of the current bus shuttle arrive at 

designated stops on time on which campus, how difficult is it to find a park at the campus, and 

the students’ preference on provision of a free shuttle bus running from one of the main bus 

stations to the university. Actively communicated with university students to fill in the survey, and 

received 103 valid responses. The survey was conducted for 2 days due to the unfavourable 

weather. Students’ responses were tabulated online in Survey Monkey, along with their additional 

comments on the transport situation in the university. Results of the survey conducted are 

attached in the Appendix section. 
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CAR PARK SURVEY 

Concerns were raised on finding a park at the university at the start of Semester 1. Hence, the 

car park survey was conducted at the parking areas of the university. The ASA asked students to 

complete the survey and talked to them on the difficulties encountered. Students were very 

pleased and happy that this survey was conducted as such a big challenge for them was 

acknowledged, especially due to the increase in number of students each year at the start of the 

semester. The survey results were collected and results were analysed. The president obtained 

the results, and raised the car park issue in the University Presidents’ Meeting.  

SMOKING SURVEY  

Conducted a smoking survey to attain feedback from students regarding the university’s plan of 

making the Albany campus smoke free. The survey was done to obtain students’ opinions on 

relocating the main smoking area in front of the Atrium, also the use of e-cigarettes on campus. 

I recorded the results from the survey online, into Survey Monkey and analysed the results from 

the findings.  

UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE 

The Academic Executive formed a team of 5 to represent Massey to compete in the annual 

University Challenge (UC) TV Quiz Show. Filming ran from 26th Aug – 2nd Sept. The selection 

process was held throughout the month of May with quiz trials. Raised awareness of the event 

through social media, put up posters around the library, and emailed club representatives and 

student associations from both Manawatu and the Wellington campus to encourage sign ups. 

Designed the structure of quiz trials and shared it with the other 2 campuses to have a 

standardised selection process. Selection was done based on observation on participants’ speed 

and accuracy in answering the quiz questions. Facilitated the team to meet in the Albany campus 

on Saturdays for training. Negotiated with the senior adviser to the vice-chancellor for funding of 

travel expenses for the Manawatu students, and to provide funding for the UC committee’s travel 

to Wellington to support the team at the competition. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES 

The Association should continue to inspire a positive community all year round in the campus. As 

the university is still undergoing changes, the association seeks to keep updated with these 

changes and bring to students’ awareness for them to be involved with their student life at Massey 

University. The executive ought to be understanding of student concerns and address these 

concerns with practical solutions. There is a recommendation to improve the academics portfolio 

in efforts to gain participation in college board meetings. This allows understanding of the 

changes in academic policies, and to have insight in the academic issues that the students faced. 

With that, I hope for more practical efforts in improving the academic quality and bring about 

positive impact to student’s university life. 
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FINAL STATEMENT 

I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to the ASA staff namely Jacqueline, Penny, Rachael, 

Jordan and Kay-Leigh for their continuous support and advice for the executive team in all the 

events executed. Special thanks to both Kaleb Andersen and Dr Brian McDonnell for their 

outstanding input in the preparation for University Challenge. Last but not least, I would like to 

extend my sincere gratitude towards the 2016 ASA Executive team for the unwavering efforts in 

improving the campus life at Massey University. 

 

Lee Eng, Soh 

ASA General Executive – Academic Portfolio 
10th December 2016 
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Quality Representative Report 

The quality general executive representative is responsible for overseeing all matters involving 
student welfare on the Albany Campus.  This role:  

• Is responsible for the continuous improvement of the services the Association offers; 
• Is responsible for conducting surveys about services provided by Massey under the 

student services levy and presenting the findings to the student executive and Massey 
University;  

• Is jointly with the welfare general executive responsible for conducting an annual safety 
audit of the campus. 
 

This report contains a summary of the events that I participated in or organised myself as the 

ASA executive member holding the Quality portfolio. In this time, I also attended meetings and 

committees and tried to represent the ASA and students as best as I could. 

MEETINGS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

I attended all executive meetings apart from when I was on placement outside of Auckland when 

I used Skype to participate in some meetings. The meetings were a good opportunity for all the 

executive members to exchange thoughts and ideas and to work together. The scheduled time 

was officially one hour; however, meetings usually took around two hours every two weeks. At 

the meetings, I typically gave a summary of the committee meetings I had attended (see below) 

and discussed any issues (e.g. car-parking, smoking areas etc.). Organisation of events and 

contributions of the executive were also discussed at the meetings.  

HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE 

I attended as the student representative. The committee currently meets monthly and comprises 

of the campus registrar, facilities management, college representatives and other relevant 

representatives. I was able to share the results from the carparking survey and raise concerns 

about students’ health and safety with the current parking situation (i.e. not enough carparks and 

no overflow parks). I was also able to share students’ thoughts about the current smoking areas. 

I raised the idea to offer free/subsidized first-aid courses to student as this would be great asset 

to anyone seeking employment. I also raised concerns about low standards of the Oteha Rohe 

campus facilities and concerns about irregular cleaning of these facilities resulting in concerns 

about hygiene standards.  

CULTURAL ADVISORY PANEL FOR MASSIVE MAGAZINE 

I was one of the two Albany representatives for this panel. The panel was put in place after some 

contradictory articles that had been published by Massive. My role involved pre-reading each 

issue and highlighting content that may be inappropriate, culturally insensitive, offensive etc. I 

found this a very rewarding experience because I felt that my comments were valued and 
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considered by the editors. I have been very conscious about not criticising the content as such or 

suggesting alternatives but rather bring specific aspects to the attention of the editors.  

BALL COMMITTEE 

I was involved with visiting and selecting the final venue and with some of the catering aspects. 

However, because I was on placement outside of Auckland in the period leading up to the ball 

(end of May-middle of July) my contribution to some of planning ahead of the event may have 

been limited. I did take almost sole charge of organising the decorations; I hired some props 

from First Scene, bought all other materials either in shops or ordered them online and then made 

all the decorations and centre pieces. Driving around, buying, and making the decorations took 

a considerable amount of time and I would recommend to either assign two people to this task 

next year or to consider using a professional decoration company. On the day/night of the ball 

we set everything up and decorated and then packed up everything again. I drove the ASA van 

to transport everything as well as some of the volunteers. During the actual Ball I tried to move 

around as much as possible and ensure students were enjoying the event. Unfortunately, a power 

cut resulted in an early finish, having to reschedule the shuttles, and ensure everyone knew what 

was happening and had a ride to leave the venue.  

STUDENT FEEDBACK FORUM REVIEW MEETING 

This was a one-off meeting to discuss students’ comments during the forum held on the 18/5/16. 

The meeting was chaired by the campus registrar with representatives from Advocacy Service, 

Recreation, Campus Life etc. My impression was that unfortunately the only outcome of this 

meeting was to formulate non-committing answers to the specific opinions individual students 

had expressed during the forum. There was no discussion about any emerging themes/issues 

from individual comments and no suggestions about conducting university wide surveys to gauge 

students’ overall opinion.  

EVENTS 

• Orientation Week Semester 1 I contributed to running events during O-week like the 

horse-races and helped with set up and back down for other events during the whole 

week. I felt that as a team we got ‘thrown in at the deep end’ but we quickly learned to 

work together, and for me personally it was a good opportunity to meet other students 

and promote the role of the ASA (especially to the new students). 

• Orientation Week Semester 2 This was a much smaller event than at the start of the 

academic year because there are less new students and the weather is quite 

unpredictable at that time of year. Because I had been on my external placement until a 

week before this I was not very involved with the planning of this, however, the rest of 

the executive did an excellent job and the week’s events run smoothly.  

• Parking Survey I collected students’ opinions about car parking at the start of the 

semester as parking was becoming quite problematic for students i.e. not being able to 
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find a car park. This again was a good opportunity to connect with students and get a 

general sense of students needs additional to the specific survey questions. 

 

• Smoking surveys I wrote, conducted and analysed two surveys concerning the smoking 

areas on the main Albany campus. This included asking students whether they agree with 

the current locations, if the campus should be smoke free, and whether E-cigarettes 

should be subject to the same regulations as cigarettes.  

• Photo Event This was an opportunity for students to get a professional looking headshot 

taken to use on their CVs, application, online profiles etc. The event ran for two hours 

and required people to sign up online for either the first or second hour. Rachael (ASA 

staff) took the photos using a simple background (two different coloured clothes bought 

from Spotlight). The photos were then emailed out. The feedback given by students 

during the event was positive and I believe this could be become a regular semester 

event.  

• Marshmallow Roasting Event I helped set this up and was one of the fire wardens 

during the event. It was great to hear students’ positive feedback about this and the 

event was a success despite the slight drizzle.  

• Whine over Wine I was involved in setting up and packing down during the event and 

to a small extent with organization/promotion. The event itself had a lot of potential and 

should be promoted to a wider range (especially postgrad) students next time.  

• Pancake day This was an event to promote voting for the Lecturer of the Year (LOTY). 

My role during this involved coordinating volunteers, making the pancake mixture, 

cooking the pancakes and giving them out to students once they had voted for their 

favourite lecturer. 

• ASA Special General Meeting This meeting was held on the 23.03.2016 mainly to 

ratify the ASA’s budget. It also provided opportunity for students to question the budget 

and raise any other concerns. I believe that in the future this event could provide another 

opportunity to promote the ASA Executive elections and encourage students to 

participate as most people attending this meeting are part of club committees and might 

be keen to get involved further.  

• Make your Own Mask Event This was a small event that I organised in relation to the 

ball. Students had the opportunity to make their own masks for the ball (as this was 

themed as a venetian masquerade). The advantage of this event was that it was low-

cost utilising a lot of the materials bought as decorations for the ball, and it promoted 

and advertised the ball further.  

• Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) This really is a very inspiring event and I hope it continues 

for many years to come. The wonderful ASA staff did an amazing job in organizing and 

planning this event. Most members of the Executive (both current and newly elected), 

including me, helped in setting up, running, and packing down the event.  
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• Class Advocates Party Again, the ASA staff did a wonderful job in planning and 

organising this event with most of the current executive present on the day helping with 

the event. This was a very good opportunity to introduce the newly elected executive 

and give recognition to class advocates and volunteers who had done an outstanding 

contribution during the year. My only suggestion for improvement would be to recognise 

these contributions prior to handing out the class advocate certificates and most students 

tend to leave once they receive their certificates.  

• Student Feedback Forum This forum takes place every semester and gives students 

the opportunity to directly ask the university about how their student service levy fee is 

spent and express what they want and would like to happen with this money. I attended 

this in Semester 2; unfortunately, student turn out to this event was very low. I believe 

that the ASA should place a special focus on increasing student engagement at this event 

to increase student participation in student matters. 

• Promoting Elections for the Executive This was done through events such as 

barbeques, giving out slushies and lollies. In addition to this I also emailed several 

lecturers and asked them to give a very brief speech about the ASA and the upcoming 

elections. I received some positive responses and perhaps the ASA could collaborate with 

the university on this in the future. However, I believe the most successful approach to 

this was having a large dedicated event to this were students were directly given 

clipboards with nominations forms. This meant that they could easily and instantly get 

the required number of signatures to run for the Executive.  

• Other Ad-hoc events attended 

o Easter Egg Hunt (I hid chocolate eggs at 6am around campus) 

o Night Market (attended the bonfire) 

o Movie Night (set up/pack down) 

o ASA storage tidy-up (removing everything from storage and re-organizing it) 

o LOTY pancake promotion (coordinating volunteers,  

o ASA nominations sausage sizzle (manning the BBQ) 

o BBQ during Massey Open Day (manning the BBQ, setting up and packing down) 

o Wonder room launch (represented ASA) 

o Slushy day to promote LOTY 

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

IMPROVING FACILITIES ON OTEHA ROHE CAMPUS 

This was one of my objectives when running for my position on the Executive Committee. I have 

been in frequent contact with facilities management about the Oteha Rohe campus. I have been 

very pleased with the success of the communication, and even though there are many things that 

could still be improved all the issues that I have raised have been followed up (e.g. cleanliness 
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of toilets and microwaves) and even issues for which funding was not available initially were 

eventually addressed (e.g. replacing broken curtains).   

TRAINING FOR THE NEW EXECUTIVE 

This was achieved during a dedicated morning for training but also informally during meetings. I 

wrote a short summary of recommendations and possible objectives for the quality portfolio and 

ensured that next year’s holder of this portfolio has my contact details to answer any questions 

and ensure a smooth transition.  

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES 

Issues that I believe continue to be important and have not been thoroughly addressed as yet 

are sustainability around campus and MOST surveys. (I have made contact with Massey’s newly 

appointed sustainability officer, Allanah Ryan, and facilities have put recycling bins throughout 

the OR campus. MOST surveys are published by some lecturers but not all, they are not 

compulsory, not advertised very well at all, and I’m not quite sure how/when/by whom the 

student feedback is reviewed. They could be an excellent tool to ensure quality teaching and 

could possibly be utilized to a greater extend.   

FINAL STATEMENT 

I would like to thank all the ASA staff for their outstanding work and constant support as well as 

the other members of the executive for their hard work, commitment, dedication and teamwork.  

 

Rebecca Streith 
ASA General Executive – Quality Portfolio 

8th December 2016 
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Social Representative Report 

The social general executive representative is responsible for overseeing all matters involving 
extra-curricular activity on the Albany Campus.  This role:  

• Is a member of the Albany Sport and Recreation Management Board;  
• Assists the social vice president to organise and run events that improve student life at 

the Albany Campus 
• Is jointly responsible with the academic general executive for coordinating student 

representatives on University committees at a campus level and the college and 
department level.  

INTRODUCTION 

As the 2016 general executive holding the social portfolio, this report seeks to cover my activities 

during my operation period, the second semester.  This role entails working with the Social VP 

mainly to support activities on campus. 

MEETINGS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Executive Committee meetings were held twice a month through the second Semester. Overall, 

I have a very positive impression of the meetings held and feel that I communicated very well in 

forum as there is the opportunity to quickly receive clarification if needed.  

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

I attended a grant committee meeting and the review committee of the Student Services Levy. 

For both events of which I was present it appeared that nothing of any worthwhile value 

happened.  

Events 

• Setup/Packdown I was part of the event team, taking on tasks such as set up and 

pack down for the following events:  

o Night market and bonfire 

o Open day 

o O’week 

o Nomination BBQ 

o Pancake Day 

o Diwali festival 

o Class advocate/Volunteers party 

o Lecturer Of The Year (LOTY)  

• Night market and bonfire I really enjoyed myself a lot and am looking forward to 

more of these events in the future. 
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• Open Day I would suggest for future events that if roles are to be given to individual 

committee members that it is done so earlier, both to help people remember and reduce 

any confusion that may arise.  

• Colleges and school student representatives Me and the welfare executive sent out 

emails to the relevant people to help gauge the number of student representative systems 

in place. 

• Oweek I also wrote up the post event report. 

• Nomination BBQ Full disclosure, I was running for 2017 Admin VP and President 

• ASA Ball I assisted the rest of the executive team in setting up the ball location. However 

due to very poor communication only on my part I was unable to help with packing down. 

• Stress Busters I got involved with Stress busters (which was a part of stress less fest) 

and really enjoyed myself.  

• Diwali festival I found this event really enjoyable. 

• Class advocate/Volunteers party I am looking forward to the next one.  

• Lecturer of The Year (LOTY) It was good to see previous lecturers and for them to 

have a good time. 

• Cleaning up of ASA area’s Sorting out Stella and the exec room with the rest of the 

executive team.  After the Olympics event, I assisted Kay-Leigh in clearing the Olympic 

objects from the ASA area. In addition, under Kay-Leigh’s leadership, cleaning out the 

chilly bins, ensuring that the PA box has everything it needs, taking the lights off of the 

Christmas trees and cleaning the sandwich boards. Finally with the guidance of Jacqueline 

and Kay-Leigh, cleaning tape marks off of the stairwell. 

• Setup for 2017 Laminating the 2017 carpool cards and performing an overview of the 

final version of the 2017 ASA booklet. 

• Miscellaneous Acting as a courier for Jacqueline. 

STUDENT RADIO SURVEY  

As directed by the President, I performed a quick survey to gauge the amount of interest of a 

student radio on campus, with the assistance of the accommodation manager to ask the 

accommodation students. There was overwhelming support for one.  

FINAL STATEMENT 

I would like to thank the rest of the 2016 Executive in addition to the ASA office staff, specifically 

Jacqueline and Kay-Leigh for their support and assistance. Thanks for making my time as an 

executive really enjoyable. I know that Lance will make a perfect president for 2017 and wish the 

rest of the 2017 Executive the best.  

 

James Edley 
ASA General Executive – Social Portfolio 

10th December 2016 
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Welfare Representative’s Report 

The welfare general executive representative is responsible for overseeing all matters involving 
student welfare on the Albany Campus.  This role:  

• Organises and run events and activities to promote awareness of issues affecting different 
genders on campus; 

• Organises and run events and activities to promote international students’ issues and 
creates opportunities for international students to meet each other as well as other 
domestic students;  

• Is jointly responsible with the quality general executive representative for conducting an 
annual safety audit of the campus. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report seeks to cover the work completed by the 2016 Albany Students’ Association welfare 

executive, Angela Zhang. Under this position, my goals and duties are promoting awareness of 

issues that are affecting students and creating opportunities for both international students and 

domestic students to have a sense of wellbeing and belonging on our campus. Hence, I have 

been actively involved in various activities to enrich students’ campus life and raised some 

significant issues. 

MEETINGS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Executive committee meetings were held fortnightly throughout the year. I was able to attend all 

the executive meetings apart from when l was overseas and was unfortunately unable to attend 

one meeting.  At each meeting, l give a summary of the events or activities l had been majorly 

involved in, e.g. dog therapy, annual general meeting, class advocate training and some talked 

about issues l had helped to solve, e.g. health and safety inspection, new road in campus, parking 

issues. The whole executive committee meetings had discussions and reviewed previous events, 

ongoing events and further planning. The most amazing part of this meeting was that all the 

team members supported and were supported by each other. Most of the tasks and activities 

could not happened without team effort and contribution.  

HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE 

I was part of this committee as a student representative. This committee meets monthly, and 

consists of campus registrar, facilities management and representatives from each college. 

Focusing on a concern of health and safety, at the meeting, l raised some major issues, such as 

crisis management of new road and missing lights around campus. Also, l was involved in 

discussing and figuring out solutions for ongoing issues and further planning for this campus. For 

example, campus safety inspection which is also called walking around campus has been done 

once to measure the existing and potential safety issues. Another example is developing a smoke-

free campus as a part of sustainable program for Albany Campus.  
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BALL COMMITTEE 

I was actively involved in planning, organising and implementing the ball and attended the 

meetings. This included discussion of choice of all venue, ticket price, problems with set up and 

pack up times, making props and decorations for the ball, finding volunteers for ball, transport 

arrangements between ball venue and campus as well as setting up the ball venue. I also did a 

ball survey to get feedback from students and provide a measurable review of the ball.  

INTERNATIONAL AND MIGRANT STUDENT OFFICE MEETING  

I had a few meetings with the campus registrar, and international office staff (Vivien Cheah and 

Jackie Shi). At the meetings, we discussed the major difficulties that both domestic and 

international students face and how to address their wellbeing and belonging concerns.  

WECHAT PLATFORM ESTABLISHMENT MEETING  

A WeChat platform of ASA is to be conducted in mandarin is still in progress of it being established. 

Hence, the title of ASA would be showed in mandarin, however, a club named MUSSN has their 

club promotion in Mandarin version, and their club mandarin name were the same as ASA 

translated mandarin name. The meeting was supposed to talk about this problem and that ASA 

would like to fully support MUSSN in many ways.  

EVENTS 

• Orientation Week in Semester One and Semester Two I contributed to planning, 

organising and running events and activities during O-Week. Before O-Week, the work l 

had done included making props for ball and did some trials of the props we made, setting 

up and providing thoughts of backup plan. During the O-Week, l worked closely with the 

team to run different events, such as pony ride, archery competition and snow globe. l 

set up the events or activities, explained the rules of events and supervise students. I 

contributed my time and effort for running O-Week as best as l could. Unfortunately, 

since l was overseas at during inter-semester break, my contribution for Semester Two 

O-Week was limited.  

• Dog therapy in Semester One and Semester Two Dog therapy event was 

successfully run as a bi-annual event during study break. I was mainly in charge of this 

event. Trained dogs from Canine Friends were brought to campus for two hours period. 

Posters were published around the campus to advertise this event, and a Facebook event 

was created, resulting in a large student turnout. Most students responded very positively 

to this event as it was a relaxing time. I edited Dog Therapy documents and did safety 

management with helps from the ASA executive helpers and Massey Security.  
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• Easter Egg Hunt Easter Egg Hunt event was jointly coordinated by Campus Life and 

Albany Student Association. I hid Easter eggs in student café lounge and library with 

other team members and spread out collection bags for students. 

• ASA Budgeting Seminar I actively participated in running this event by setting up ASA 

student lounge, greeting and asking students to sign up. I also helped maintain active 

communication between groups of students, got to know their feedbacks of this event. l 

helped to clean up and tidy up afterwards.  

• Class Advocate Training * 2 I helped to set up and clean up, preparing food and led 

students to the proper places to sign up and take seats. Class advocate training was held 

to introduce relevant responsibilities and duties with associated positions.  

• Club’s development workshop * 2 I helped to set up and clean up, preparing food 

and led students to the proper places to sign up and take seats. Club development 

training was held to introduce relevant responsibilities for running a club. 

• ASA Annual general meeting The annual general meeting explained to students about 

financial situation of ASA. 

• Student engagement forum Student engagement forum was held by Massey 

University, some staff were introduced in this event, includes Campus Register, Facilities 

Manager, Class Advocate Coordinator, ASA President and so on. The later event explained 

how the different parts of the university work together and who students could talk to 

when problems or issues happened. I was actively involved in group discussion with 

students and helped students to find a particular person to talk with regarding to their 

questions or confusions. 

• Whine over Wine I provided ideas and thoughts for planning this event, including 

relevant discussion about choices of wine and food, ice-breaking games and poster 

design. I advised this event via Facebook and speaking to students in class.  

• Exam De-stress Fest in Semester One and Semester Two In addition to dog 

therapy; I prepared bubble wrap stands, handed over free coffee packages and de-stress 

week flyers. Also, I participated in filming “Stress Busters” that aimed to reduce stress 

level of students and let them have a relating break.  

• Night Market and Bonfire  Bonfire was a part of night market that was hosted by 

campus life and ASA. My major duties were to do crowd control and ensure students’ 

health and safety when they roasted marshmallows. I explained the ways of roasting 

marshmallows and rules of health and safety to students. A number of students kept 

close to the bonfire, so l led and altered them to the safe location. Few students barely 

burn their fingers and I helped them to put medical cream on.  Also, l helped to take 

photos of bonfire and night market during the events. Students responded positively with 

bonfire and had enjoyable nights.  

• Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) Pancake Day Pancake day aimed to promote Lecturer 

of the Year, which asked students to vote for their favourite lecturers and also 

encouraged students to sign up as ASA executive election nominees. I was actively 
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involved in setting up, making pancakes, communicating and encouraging students to 

sign up and also cleaning up. In addition, on that day, a few high schools visited Massey 

University, I also introduce ASA to them, explained how we run different events and 

about free food we offer in our campus. 

• Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) I was a part of serving team in this event by serving and 

cleaning up afterwards. I talked to different lecturers, got feedback about ASA from them 

and also asked them to introduce ASA to their students in the following years.  

• Promoting ASA Executive Election Sausage Sizzle Promoting ASA executive 

election was discussed in regular executive committee meeting. Below was what l had 

done to promote nominations 

o Getting executive elections on large screen outside Uni by contacting external 

relations 

o Handing out nominations and election flyers in campus 

o Talking to students in class as well as playing executive election video 

o Being a part of Sausage Sizzle event and Pancake Day event to promote 

nominations, l confirmed nominees could attend and timed the speeches.  

• Making mask event I was involved in the mask making event. I helped to guide 

students to do their own masks and did clean up the big mass of materials.  

SPECIAL PROJECTS 

SEMESTER 1 ACADEMIC ORIENTATION FOR INTERNATIONAL AND POSTGRADUATE 

STUDENTS  

I represented as student representative in Academic Orientation presentation. I introduced ASA 

to all the new international students and postgraduate students, includes what ASA is, what 

events we run, when do we usually run events and major events we do throughout a year.  

WECHAT PLATFORM ESTABLISHMENT  

WeChat Platform establishment aimed to prompting international student integration by providing 

club information via WeChat in both English and Mandarin. WeChat is one of the most popular 

communication tools, like Facebook, for Chinese students. A student named Morris Zhao and his 

team were recommended to work on this project. This project is a work in progress. 

BALL SURVEY 

I was mainly responsible for the post-ball survey. The questions consisted of students’ satisfaction 

of ball venue, entertainment, transport, food, ticket price, and general thoughts and ideas and 

advice for next year’s ball event. Students complained about food and power blackout. These 

feedbacks were useful to address existing issues and make improvements of relevant crisis 

management.  
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CHINESE LANGUAGE WEEK 

Chinese Language Week was held by Massey University Library. I was a student representative 

that was actively involved in planning, organising and implementing events during the week. I 

brainstormed ideas of entertainments, activities and so on. l prepared tea, tea cups, snacks, 

traditional Chinese clothes, and ordered and made some props. I also helped to decorate the 

library by borrowing Chinese lanterns from ASA. The major events of Chinese Language Week 

were Chinese Quiz and walking around campus with a photo frame. This event was enjoyable 

and the library appreciated the help from ASA.  

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES 

ASA is continually developing with the effort and endeavour of executive teams. Hence, l have 

three recommendations for ASA.  

• First, some successful and popular events should keep running each year, such as Massey 

Ball, bonfire and dog therapy.  

• Second, new executive team and the previous team should keep in touch closely during 

transaction period. Key contact person or relevant information of certain events should 

be copied over to the new executive. It would be much easier for new team to keep 

building ongoing relationships or partnerships with third parties.  

• Third and the last, associated with my position—welfare executive, l strongly recommend 

to be involved in Health and Safety Committee meeting. Participating in this committee 

meeting, is about expressing students’ voices of certain issues as student representative.  

FINAL STATEMENT 

The goal of ASA this year is to advocate for students, as well as acting as an event team. Without 

a doubt, 2016 Executive team reached our goal. I sincerely wish that Albany Students’ Association 

have an effulgent prospect. ASA is where l feel a sense of wellbeing and belonging. It is why l 

feel Massey is people-friendly, it is where l strengthen my skills and meet awesome people. In 

closing, l would like to say a huge thanks for all the ASA staff, Rachael, Penny, Jacqueline, Kay-

Leigh and Jordan and to the 2016 executive team, Juan, Lance, Rebecca, Adelyn and James. I 

appreciate all the things we made it through and my year was great because of you all.  

 

Angela Zhang 
ASA General Executive – Welfare Portfolio 

9th December 2016 
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General Services Report 

INTRODUCTION 

A Service level agreement was negotiated by the President and signed by Massey University on 

14th January 2016 contracting the Association to provide the following services:  

• Advocacy – provision of independent support and advice to both individual and groups of 

students & administration of Class Advocates’ program 

• Administration of student assistance hardship grants 

• Clubs and Societies – administration services 

• Employment Information – to cover membership levies of Student Job Search 

• Support of sports, recreation and cultural activities for students 

 

Additionally, a grant agreement was signed with Massey University on 14th January to support 

the following projects: 

• 2016 Diary 

• Media liaison 

• Website support 

• General media support 

 

The following staff were employed by the Association to meet the contractual requirements.  

 

Office Manager  Jacqueline Adams 

Advocacy Coordinator Penny Lyall 

Class Advocates & media Rachael Hennessey 

Advocacy administration Elena Ponomareva  

IT support  Hayden Wilson 

Reception  Jordan Anderson, Kay-Leigh Wheeler, Aqsa Imran  

 

Where necessary, casual labour or external suppliers were contracted to assist in the delivery of 

services.  

FINANCIAL POSITION 

The Association has continued to operate in a prudent manner and by so doing has managed to 

regain all losses since the introduction of voluntary student membership with retained earnings 

once again sitting at $181K as they were in 2011. This provides a level of stability and puts the 

Association in a good cashflow position. Income from the University was up by 25% in recognition 

by the University of both the quality of services offered by the Association and the increase in 

demand for Association services. 
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CARPOOL  

The Association continued to operate the Let’s Carpool priority parking system as a non-

contracted service to students.  There was a dramatic uptake in the use of this scheme due to 

the removal of a carpark when a new road was built in preparation for the future Sciences 

Innovation Centre. 750 carpool passes were sold during 2016.   

WEBSITE 

Hayden Wilson continued to maintain and continually improve the 

Association’s website.  A new module to support the Association’s 

volunteers program was developed.  Budgeting resources were added to 

the Advocacy pages with all content being regularly updated.   

BULK EMAILS 

6 newsletters were sent out during 2016 using a Mailchimp subscription. 

2016 WALL PLANNER  

3000 double-sided wall planners (1 semester per side) were printed and 

distributed to students during at the start of the year.   

 

2016 DIARY 

2500 copies of the ASA 2016 were designed and produced by the Association, the cost being 

subsidised by a media grant from the University and advertising income. The diaries were given 

out to students during both semester 1 and 2 orientations and left in drop boxes around campus. 

The diary contained: comprehensive semester information; general Massey services information; 

general club information; and Advocacy department service information.  There was an emphasis 
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on encouraging student engagement with a section on Getting Involved covering Class Advocates, 

Clubs, the ASA executive and Massey Guides. 
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Election of 2017 Executive Committee 

Rohini Subbian from the University library agreed to be the returning officer for the election of 

the 2017 ASA executive committee.  

 

As part of the promotional materials developed for the election, the Association developed 2 

videos to explain the nominations and campaigning processes to students.  

 

 

Nominations were accepted to the 2017 ASA executive for the following seven positions: 

• President (honoraria up to $10,000) 

• Administration Vice-President (honoraria up to $5,000) 

• Social Vice-President (honoraria up to $5,000) 

• General executive * 4 (honoraria up to $2,000 each) 

 

Students could stand for election in more than one position, although they were only allowed to 

hold one position after the election.   

 

14 students were initially 

nominated to cover the 7 

positions although by the 

time the election came 

around, this had reduced to 

12. A video was made to 

enable each candidate to 

introduce themselves to the 

student voters and a bbq / 

candidates’ speeches event 

was held on the 21st 

September.  

All voting was online, although voting stations with laptops were also operated from the Library, 

Oteha Rohe Café and Albany Village.  Despite increased marketing of the elections and what we 

had thought to be a high level of engagement with the elections, voter turn-out was once again 

disappointingly low.  
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Election results were as below.  

President  

Rachael Cox 59 

James Edley 7 

Lance Walsh 72 

No Confidence 1 

Votes not cast 4 

  

Administration Vice-President  

Rachael Cox 48 

James Edley 15 

Lance Walsh 26 

Darya Krylova 25 

Isaac Middlemiss 11 

No Confidence 1 

Votes not cast 17 

  

Social Vice-President  

Lance Walsh 31 

Isaac Middlemiss 29 

Joseph Taylor 48 

No Confidence 8 

Votes not cast 27 

  

General Executive (4 elected)  

Isaac Middlemiss 34 

Joseph Taylor 45 

Ryan Aston 41 

Sven Gerhards 34 

Mooskaa Khattak 58 

Yiran Li 26 

Craig Oliveira 51 

Ricky Stephens 37 

No Confidence 8 

Votes not cast 21 
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Advocacy Services 

Academic and Welfare Advocacy 

 
Cases are allocated across three main categories. 

 

Welfare Advocacy: - which includes 

WINZ, Scholarship, StudyLink, Tenancy, Buildcorp, ACC, Legal, Financial and SAP (Student 

Assistance Programme, which assists with financial aid. Welfare Advocacy relates to external 

concerns or personal matters that will impact on a student’s ability to successfully complete their 

studies.  

 

Academic Advocacy: - which includes categories  

Administration (university administrative matters that directly impact on a student’s academic 

progress), academic integrity/misconduct, exams/tests, exclusions, fees, grades, harassment, 

lecturer, bullying or unpleasant treatment, quality, issues reported by Class Advocates and entire 

class concerns and personal. 

 

General Advocacy: - which includes 

General university issues, campus, services, referrals made to other agencies or support services 

and distance cases. 

 

2016 has recorded the highest number of case issues (329) being addressed by the Advocacy 

Service since the establishment of the advocacy service in 2006. What is particularly interesting 

is the sharp rise in student cases since 2012 which was the year of introduction of Voluntary 

Student Membership.  

 

Case Numbers 
by year 

 
2012 =131  

2013 =171 

2014 =254  
2015 =283  

2016 =329. 
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Peaks were observed in May and October 2016. May recorded higher numbers for both the 

academic and welfare categories, however it was a peak in academic cases that brought the 

numbers up in October. 

 

 

 

 

The Advocacy Service is pleased to note that 246 of the cases received in 2016 were resolved. 

Whilst for some the outcome was not always the one that was hoped for or sought by the student, 

most students were satisfied with the process. However, it is distressing that 39 of the cases 

raised with the advocacy service were ‘dropped’ by students. For the most part, the cases were 

dropped due to the difficulty experienced by students in pursuing the matter. These students that 

dropped their issues have described a situation whereby repeated contact had to be made with 

various university staff and little traction achieved towards getting an outcome or even some kind 

of meaningful dialogue regarding their concern. This is complainant fatigue. 
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At the close of 2016 there were 44 advocacy cases pending that had not been resolved. From the 

Advocacy service provision perspective that means that the start of the 2017 academic begins 

with the overhang of last year’s issues. This is not ideal for students, the advocacy service or 

indeed the university itself. 

 

 

 

83% of the caseload was for undergraduate levels of study, with 15% for post-graduate, 2% for 

PhD cases and 1% where the level of study was unknown. There are two small spikes for post 

grad in March and October and PhD sprinkled at even intervals throughout the year. There are 

also clearly visible peaks in in undergrad cases in May and October. The non-return of 

assignments and poor preparation in the lead up to exams are examples of the kinds of issues 

that have created these peaks.  
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Female students (187) sought more assistance from advocacy services during 2016 than male 

students (142). This pattern was evident over both semesters, with similar figures for male and 

female across both semesters. 
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Whilst more female students accessed the advocacy service than male students, the distribution 

of academic and welfare between male and female was of a similar scale. Academic/welfare cases 

were proportionally higher for female. 

 

The demographic most likely to access were younger students. 190 students between the ages 

of 17 and 26 accessed advocacy services during 2016. For all age groups (except >52), academic 

issues were the primary reason for seeking support. The weightings also remained very similar 

amongst age groups for type of assistance sought e.g. academic, academic/welfare and welfare. 

 

  

 

The number of students that identified themselves as ‘local’ was approximately the same as those 

that identified themselves as migrant. The advocacy service has adopted the criteria of residence 

10 years and under to categorise a student as migrant. This information is important, as many of 

these students may well have attended school in NZ but they still may have some learning, 

language or financial deficits that impact on them due to their ‘new migrant’ status. The advocacy 

service sought guidance from a CoHSS researcher to ascertain what an appropriate time frame 

was to be considered new migrant and have based our figures on this. 
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Students are asked to self-identify their ethnicity when applying to the advocacy service, rather 

than selecting from artificial categories such as Asian, European, Middle Eastern etc. This is  to 

note if different issues may be experienced by sub-groups of a larger area for example between 

students from Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Iran etc. The number trends for ethnicity are similar for both 

semesters. NZ Pakeha was the highest category followed by Chinese, South African, Saudi and 

Indian. The number of cases from South African students have more than doubled since last year 

and this is no doubt accounted for by the increased numbers of South African migrants who have 

gained PR status and are now eligible to study as domestic students. 

 

 

Data was recorded on the number of hours the advocacy service spent on all cases from the time 

of opening to case closed. This record included the time taken to create a file, input student data 

into spreadsheets, as well as all meetings, phone calls and time taken for email communications 

and reports. In the case of SAP cases (Student Assistance Programme) the time recorded also 
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covers the time taken and to generate a budget for students, and to initiate and perform payment 

and banking components of the financial assistance they received. Thus, the hours recorded 

reflect not only all direct student focused activities and contacts but also administrative time spent 

on their issue.  

 

246 cases took 1-10 hours in total to resolve and 59 cases 11-20 hours with 10 cases taking 21-

30 hours to resolve. It is worth noting that 14 cases took between 31-160 hours to resolve. The 

least time taken was 1 hour with the most being 155 hours. The two cases that took over 151 

hours were cases that had rolled over from the previous year. 

 

Most cases (238) were resolved in a month or under (0-34 days). 91 of the cases took between 

35 and 349 days to resolve.  

 

The parameters for case closure have been quite difficult to define as some cases that appear be 

closed or dropped (due to lack of follow through by students, due to ‘complaint fatigue’) have 

been re-opened when activity has resumed. 

 

Most of the cases that were recorded as taking a long time to resolve were for the most part 

issues that were rolled-over from 2015. 

 

  

Hours per case 

Average 10 
Median         6 

Mode            5 
Max                            155 

Min               1
  
Days to resolve 

Average 30 

Median         15 
Mode            7 

Max                            349 
Min               1
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Student Assistance Programme (SAP) 

The advocacy service was contracted by the University to administer the Student Assistance 

Program.  This is fund that is available to assist students who find themselves in financial difficulty 

which is: 

• Unforeseen, and of a temporary nature; 

• Unusual or severe; and 

• Threatens the continuation of study at Massey University. 

 

97 applications for hardship grants were received in 2016. $26,692 in hardship grants was 

awarded during 2016 to 42 students, made up of: 

 

SAP 2016 2015 2014 2013 

   SAP - Rent $       9,849   $      4,210   $      6,798   $     3,304  

   SAP - Food $       6,013   $      6,137   $      3,337   $     1,981  

   SAP - Travel $       5,643   $      6,062   $      1,837   $     1,913  

   SAP - Health $       1,608   $      2,304      

   SAP - Utilities $       1,133   $         621   $         716   $     1,760  

   SAP - Other $       2,445   $      2,151   $      2,117   $        585  

Total Student Assistance  $     26,692   $     21,485   $     14,805   $     9,543  

 

 

• Food:   Grocery vouchers and emergency meals 

• Health:  new category in 2015, previously under “other”  

• Other:   educational, child care and home necessities  

• Rent:    accommodation expenses 

• Travel:   fuel, bus tickets and transport to practicums. 

• Utilities:  power, phone and water. 
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The month of May saw a particularly high demand for hardship support. SAP assistance for rental 

support increased dramatically in 2016. The Auckland housing crisis has seen rental prices rise as 

demand continues to outpace supply. Students have become particularly vulnerable with some 

landlords raising rents by up to 25%, increasing the median rent by $55 on those being offered 

last year. The spike in May came as students were heading into exams and had to relinquish their 

part-time jobs and were unable to cover their rent. Additionally, many landlords in and around 

Auckland seem to have become increasingly unscrupulous in their management of rental 

properties, often placing students in invidious situations whereby they must contend with sub-

standard accommodation or face becoming homeless. 

 

Auckland students are finding it increasingly difficult to make ends meet and have virtually no 

wriggle room should unexpected circumstances arise. This is demonstrated in the dramatic rise 

in assistance sought for food, travel, health and rent over the last few years. Additionally, many 

students have been unable to find part-time work and those that have are forced to cut-back 

their hours or relinquish their jobs in the lead up to exams.  

 

It is worth noting that the majority of students when under financial duress, will pay their bills, 

such as rent and utilities first to ensure a stable living environment. What is then lacking are the 

funds to pay for travel or food. This is clearly reflected in the table above, e.g. $6013 was allocated 

to students for groceries in 2016 versus $1981 in 2013. There are similar figures relating to travel 

costs. (Students travel vast distances by car and public transport, often requiring multiple 

changes, to get to the Auckland campus.) 

 

It is clearly visible in the graphs below that the greatest amount of SAP aid is provided for rent. 

 

 

  

“In 2014, the average rent 

for a student was $218 
which is already a higher 

amount than what full time 
students are entitled to 

receive….and that figure has 

certainly increased” 
 

NZ Herald - ‘Brace yourself 
Auckland rents are rising’ Jan 9 

2017 
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BUDGETING 

The Advocacy Service held a Budgeting Seminar in April with 52 students attending. Additionally, 

the Advocacy Service developed a budgeting handbook which is now available to students as a 

hard copy or can be read or downloaded as a PDF on the ASA website, and an interactive budget 

analysis spreadsheet that is designed to provide a realistic view of student spending and costs. 

This also can be downloaded from the ASA website which has a new dropdown budgeting section 

under Advocacy. All students applying for SAP are assisted to complete one of these budgets. 

Those students where serious issues are flagged are then referred to an accredited budgeting 

service which can work intensively to try and resolve their debt or fine tune their budgets. 
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Class Advocates 

CLASS ADVOCATE STATS SEMESTER 1 2016 

303  Class Advocates 

223 Papers covered 

264  Advocates Trained 

CLASS ADVOCATE STATS SEMESTER 2 2016 

233 Class Advocates 

186 Papers covered 

197  Advocates Trained 

 

Some students are advocates for double semester papers so that somewhat skews the data. 

Thus, when this is factored in the following statistics are accurate. 

TOTAL NUMBERS FOR 2016 CLASS ADVOCATES 

524 Class Advocates in total (463 in 2015) 

450  Class Advocates trained (403 in 2015) 

396 Courses covered 

TRAINING SESSIONS 

Semester 1 2 large Class Advocate Basics training sessions on 16th March, plus 6 catch up 

sessions for those unable to attend the main sessions. 

Semester 2 2 large Class Advocate Basics training sessions on 3rd August, plus 4 catch up 

sessions during August 

EXTENSION SKILLS TRAINING 

Extension skills training was developed during 2016.  This was offered to class advocates who 

had attended the basic training. Students must attend the extension skills training sessions in 

sequence and cannot progress to the next module until the pre-requisites have been completed. 

These were offered as individual 2-hour training modules and additionally, in semester 2, as a 

full day Saturday training session covering all 3 modules.  

 

• Semester 1 

o Extension Advocacy Skills - 13 Students trained 

• Semester 2 

o Advanced Advocacy Skills - 26 Students trained  

o Communication Skills - 31 Students trained 

o De-escalation of Verbal Conflict/Violence - 32 Students trained 
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CLASS ADVOCATE LOG-BOOK 

The log-book system continued to be a vital resource in the early detection and resolution of 

issues that had the potential to impact negatively on a large number of students. Log book 

submissions are made on a fortnightly basis and are optional for advocates. There were 6 

submission periods for Semester One and 6 for Semester Two. These entries enable advocates 

to provide feedback on the courses they are representing. 

 

2016 March April May June July August Sept October Total 

inc/dec 
over 
2015 

Issue(s) 10 8 10 2 1 15 7 6 59 -3% 

General 
Update 84 78 99 27 1 123 32 26 470 39% 

Positive 
Feedback 57 48 37 16 4 69 18 23 272 39% 

Total 
Entries 151 134 146 45 6 207 57 55 801 35% 

inc/dec 
over 2015 -12% 28% 100%  

-
84% 138% 

-
23% 20% 35%  

 

It was pleasing that whilst the overall number of log-book entries was up by 35% over 2015, that 

the number of issues reported was down by 3%.  The feed-back provided by this system allows 

the Association to quickly take action when an issue is identified and also provide commentary 

back to the University on request.  

CLASS ADVOCATES AWARD CEREMONY AND PARTY 

Class Advocates Award Ceremony 

and Party was held 14th October 

with 114 students attending the 

evening. The ‘surprise’ theme for 

the night was ‘emoji’. The room was 

decorated in emoji, emoji cupcakes 

were on offer and emoji treats and 

trinkets were in abundance. Emoji 

adornments were de rigueur for the 

evening adding a colourful and 

humorous tone to the evening. 

 

Advocates received certificates for general training and those that had completed the Advanced 

Advocacy, Communication Skills and De-escalation of Verbal Violence/Conflict modules also 

received their certificates. Awards were made for advocates that had demonstrated excellence, 

either ongoing communication or regular and informative fortnightly log book entries. Rachael 

Cox was presented with her trophy for Advocate of the Year. 
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Entertainment took the form of a PowerPoint game, devised and designed by the ASA, where 

teams of advocates competed to decipher and decode 120 emoji messages, progressively 

increasing in difficulty, that were projected on the large screen in the Student Lounge. Buzzers 

and bells blinged, burred and beeped as the students competed to solve the emoji riddles. The 

room periodically erupted into hysteria as the students tried to guess the words, phrases and 

riddles. The occasional rude blooper slipped out, but nobody took offense and feedback from 

students after the event was that they really enjoyed the evening and the attention to décor 

detail and the original entertainment. 

 

Exam Stress Less Festivals 

Each semester the Advocacy Coordinator has a number of cases that directly relate to issues that 

are connected to exams, thus in order to try and mitigate the impact that exam stress and lack 

of adequate preparation had on students, the Advocacy Service ran successful exam stress less 

festivals in both semesters.   

 

Semester one’s festival included:  

• Dog therapy day 

• Silver lining stairwell 

• Emergency bubble wrap and stress balls 

• Exercise stations 

• Nail painting relief station 

• Exam fanzines 
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Semester two’s festival was centred around the release of ASA’s parody video “Stress Busters” 

which had been filmed during the mid-semester break. Additionally, during the exam period, ASA 

Stressbusters toured the campus with their bubble guns and stress-relief kits and giveaways.  The 

Stressbusters reported cheering up many a glum student and said that having been a stressbuster 

would be an everlasting memory for them of their time at Massey.  

 

Other activities included in the semester two festival were:  

• Dog therapy day 

• Silver lining stairwell 

• Emergency bubble wrap  

• Exam survival kits 

• Scream Fest  

• Zen corner exercise station 

• Nail painting relief station 

• Stressbuster themed exam fanzines 

• Teas, coffee, biscuits and fruit available free in the lounge 

Lecturer of the Year 

The student lounge was packed to capacity on Friday 18th November when The Lecturer of the 

Year awards ceremony was held.  129 of the nominated 158 lecturers attended the awards.   

Those that were unable to attend, due to being out of the country or their involvement in other 

university commitments sent their apologies and words of appreciation regarding their 

nomination.  

 

It was a team effort to transform the student lounge in to an elegant venue for the much-

anticipated annual awards ceremony which could not have been achieved without the combined 

efforts of staff, executive members and ASA volunteers. Certificates were presented to the 

lecturers by president Juan Schutte, assisted by academic rep, Lee Eng Soh.  
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All nominees were listed in the programme for the event and on arrival they were given a LOTY 

ribbon to mark the occasion.   Nominees not attending were mailed a LOTY Programme, LOTY 

Ribbon, LOTY Feather and their personalised certificate, listing the positive student feedback, 

after the event.   

 

 

  
    

The College winners were:   

• Massey Business School: Mark Werman School of Communication, Journalism and 

Marketing 

• College of Sciences: Dr Frederick Lam –College of Humanities & Social Sciences: 

Victoria Kerry - School of Humanities 

• College of Health: Dr Judy Thomas - School of Food and Nutrition   

 

The overall Lecturer of the Year for 2016 was: Dr Frederick Lam – Institute of Natural and 

Mathematical Sciences. 

 

  

The winner of Lecturer of the 

Year was presented with a large 

ceramic huia feather. The huia 

feather was in keeping with the 

‘feather/quill’ LOTY branding 

and references the importance 

of protecting, supporting and 

maintaining excellence in 

teaching.  
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As, has become tradition, there was much anticipation when it came to announcing the winners 

of ASA Advocacy Accolades.  In 2016, these went to:   

  

The Geyser Award: Mikael Boulic 

The Moana Award: Jan Sinlcair 

The Kina Award: Debbie Jordan 

The Blake Award: James Dale 

The Athfield Approach Award: Peter Cannon 

The Hotere Award: Brian McDonnell 

The Chelsea Award: Jill Hooks 

Waiwera-the Source Award: Heather Hendrickson 

The Matariki Award: Fiona Te Momo 

The Good Square Teaching Award: Jasper Mbachu 

 

The ASA Appreciation Award to a general staff member was presented to Joyce Lim from the 

Massey Business School. The Association has long known the role that committed general staff 

play in ensuring the smooth running of various programmes and papers. Therefore, for the fifth 

year running we have included an award to acknowledge outstanding service and excellence.  

   

During the event attendees were enthusiastic and effusive in their thanks and appreciation of the 

ASA’s commitment to organising LOTY, thus enabling them to receive the positive student 

feedback.  Some staff even made the journey to the ASA office in the weeks following LOTY to 

express their gratitude in person.  Numerous emails were also received following the event.  

 

A sample of some of the positive feedback that flooded into the Association after the awards 

include:   

 

“I just want to say thank you for a great LOTY. As every year, it is one of the campus 
highlights. I know that many of my colleagues are working hard to be good teachers 
and LOTY is a nice recognition of their work. I know it is a lot of work to prepare, so 
your efforts are much appreciated.” 
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“It is great pleasure to receive it. This is my 5th time since 2010. LOTY function really 
encourages us!” 
 
 “As always the LOTY awards were great fun today.  Thank you for the huge job you 
do to make these so successful.  Thank you very much for my special award.  It was 
such a surprise and I am absolutely thrilled.” 
 
 “Sorry that I didn’t get a chance to personally say thank you to you. I was over the 
moon with my nomination and the comments students made. It is an honour for me 
to be nominated in 10 consecutive years (2007 – 2016).  I will continue to contribute 
my knowledge and love back to my students.” 
 
“You folks organised an excellent event!  Well done! It really is fantastic to be 
appreciated, a very nice touch.  We look forward to attending these because you do 
such a professional job of it.” 
 
“Just wanted to say how much I enjoyed this event on Friday………a big congrats to 
you all in the organisation of such a wonderful event.” 
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Volunteers 

 

 

The work of the Association is greatly enhanced by the enormous talent pool of our volunteers. 

For many years we have had volunteer class advocates and volunteer club committees, not to 

mention the hours of volunteer work undertaken by the ASA executive committee. But in 2016 

ASA’s volunteer program really took off, when we extended our program and recruited volunteers 

to help us out with activities around campus.  A new section was added to our website to allow 

students to put themselves forward as a willing and able ASA volunteer. This did not commit the 

students to anything, but allowed us to contact them when we needed help. We were 

overwhelmed and delighted with the fantastic response from Albany students.  

 

Many of our volunteers are international or new migrant students wanting to make connections 

on campus. Volunteering for the Association also provides students with tangible work experience 

that they can talk to when attending job interviews. We would not have been able to provide the 

number of activities that we did without this amazing work force.  Volunteers were thanked by 

the ASA at our Class Advocate and Volunteers Party in October. 
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Annual Summary of Events 

ORIENTATION SEMESTER 1  

A highly successful Orientation week, with the ASA 

horse races being a big draw card.   

 

Other events included. 

• Outdoor laser tag 

• Mexico Mayhem 

• Movie Night 

• Amazing Race 

• Mr Massey event 

 

ORIENTATION SEMESTER 2, “WINTER 

FESTIVAL” 

Winter Festival this year had a Narnia theme 

running through out.   

• Themed decorated student lounge with 

edible treats 

• Giant snow globe 

• Indoor and outdoor archery 

• Movie Night 

• Barbecues 

• Feel and Find event 

BADMINTON NZ   

ASA ran a barbecue during the Badminton NZ launch 

event on campus 

EASTER 

ASA assisted Campus Life during their annual Easter 

egg hunt.  

GRADUATION 

Yet another tradition established on campus with 

students reported dancing around Massey’s 

mysterious steam vent. 
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BONFIRES ON CAMPUS / NIGHT MARKETS 

ASA ran several successful marshmallow melting bonfire events during the year including at the 

2 night markets, winter festival and club events.  

PHOTOSHOOT EVENTS 

The ASA ran 2 photoshoot workshops to provide students with suitable professional photographs 

for social media sights such as LinkedIn. 

SURVEYS 

ASA ran surveys during the year around parking on campus and smoking on campus and transport 

to/from campus.  

ASA PANCAKE DAYS 

Always popular, pancake day barbecues were run on campus in both semesters to support the 

volunteering expo and Lecturer of the Year voting.   

 

UNIVERSITY 

CHALLENGE 

ASA were the driving 

force behind the 

formation of Massey’s 

combined campus 

University Challenge 

team for the 3rd year.  

 

WHINE OVER WINE 

A social event to have a bit of a whinge whilst snacking on nibbles with a wine or a juice.  
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MOVIE NIGHTS 

3 on campus movie nights were organised, 1 during each Orientation and the “Kits for Kids” 

charity movie in conjunction with Campus Life.  

RIO FANZONE 

The lounge was decorated for both the Olympics and the Paralympics and students and staff 

gathered to watch Kiwis compete on the world stage.  

OPEN DAY 

The ASA provided a barbecue and introduced themselves to prospective Massey students.  

MASK MAKING WORKSHOP FOR MASQUERADE BALL 

A great turn out by students wishing to make their own masks for the annual ball.  

 

ASA ANNUAL VENETIAN MASQUERADE BALL 

 
ASA’s annual ball was held on Friday 26th August at The Wharf, Northcote Point.  Tickets were 

sold for $60 each with a transport option for an extra $10.  Transport provided was from the 

University, to the venue and then returning either directly to the University of via the city. The 

ball committee spent many hours coordinating the logistics of the evening and making decorations 

and props to theme the venue.  Menus were planned, a DJ, photographer and photo booth booked 

and buses arranged.  

 

The evening of the ball arrived and coincided with one of the wettest and windiest nights of the 

year. The venue was decorated on the day of the ball, thanks to the efforts of the volunteer ball 

committee, and it looked amazing.  Students arrived at the ball embracing the theme and 

everything was going to plan.  Our masked students were having an absolute ball, at what was 

being described as a “pretty awesome” event; they were enjoying the food, dancing to the music, 

getting their photographs taken, when just after 10pm, there was a power cut which affected 

most of Auckland. The venue checked with the power company and power was not expected to 

resume until 1am so the organisers had to announce that the ball had now ended.  The buses 
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were called and within 20 minutes everyone was safely on their way home.  This was an 

unfortunate end to what up until then had been an amazing evening for everyone.   
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SPRING HAS SPRUNG  

To bring a bit of brightness to everyone’s lives as they return to Uni after the mid-semester break, 

often a time when many are suffering from colds and realising that they have reached the 

business end of the year, ASA has a tradition of celebrating Spring and giving away bouquets of 

flowers during the first week back.   

PEACE WEEK  

ASA organised a peace week project whereby students wrote 

messages for peace on the wings of a dove which were then 

displayed on illuminated trees in the student lounge.  

WEDNESDAY BBQS 

Plenty of burger and sausage sizzle barbecues were run during the 

year including this one to promote the ASA elections.  

 

SLUSHY WEDNESDAY 

In addition to barbecues and pancake days, ASA have also hit the student central plaza with a 

slushy machine to promote both the ASA elections and Lecturer of the Year.  

DIWALI 

ASA had a table of traditional Indian sweets on offer during the Diwali festival on campus.  
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Clubs 

ASA was contracted to the University to provide clubs administration support services.   

CLUB STATISTICS 

The number of clubs on campus remained stable with 46 clubs listed, although only 39 completed 

the affiliation process.  

2016 

Number 

of 

Clubs 

Number 

of 

Student 

Members 

Number 

of Non-

Student 

Members 

Total 

Members 

Affiliated 39 2971 169 3140 

Non-Affiliated 7       

Totals 46 2971 169 3140 

%age affiliated 85%       

 

The following new clubs were established and affiliated during 2016: 

• Massey Pride 

• Massey University Albany Malaysian Club 

• Massey University Albany Asian Culture Club 

• Massey University Albany Billiards Club 

• Massey University Albany Japanese Club 

• Massey University Albany Sri Lankan Club 

• Massey University Albany Student Life (re-established) 

• SALT - Speech & Language Therapists Club 

 

The following clubs were wound-up during 2016: 

• Massey Albany Robotics Technology and Innovation. 

• Massey University Albany African Club 

• Massey University Albany Atheist Society 

• Massey University Albany Chess Club 

• Massey University Albany SGINZ Buddhism Club 

• Massey University Magic (MUM) 

• MUICA - Massey University International Club Albany 

• North Harbour Young Nats 

• Revolution Uni 
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POLICY UPDATES 

Clubs were consulted regarding the University’s Clubs, Societies, and Cultural Groups (CSCG) 

Policy and as a result, the following clause was added to the policy.  

  

7 (iii) Each campus CSCG committee may allocate a sum to be held in a discretionary grant 
fund.  This fund will be managed jointly by the CAC and the respective campus Students’ 
Association for the purpose of providing clubs, societies and cultural groups with quick turn-
around, low value grants to enable vibrancy on each campus.  The use of this fund must be 
reported at each CSCG committee meeting.  

 

Clubs’ Workshops 

CLUBS’ DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP SEMESTER 1 

Semester one’s workshop was held on Thursday 12th March. 56 students attended the workshop, 

representing 35 different clubs.  The two main topics covered were affiliation process and 

planning for 2016.  Students completed a planning document for 2016. This was a good starting 

point for many clubs as they were given a chance to think about what they wanted to do and 

what they needed to do in order to get their club off the ground.  

CLUBS’ DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP SEMESTER 2 

Semester two’s workshop was held on Wednesday 10 August. 44 students attended the 

workshop, representing 30 different clubs. The main agenda item for the workshop was 

Succession Planning.  Clubs were given a worksheet with ten questions which created fantastic 

discussions among all clubs and provided a clearer path for many. Clubs were also asked for their 

feedback on the club grant policy for changes in 2017 and their feedback was used to update the 

policy (see above).  

FIRST AID WORKSHOP 

17 club members attended a one-day workplace first aid course run by Triple One Care on 

Saturday 23rd July.  30 student club members had applied for a position on the course and priority 

was awarded to those students who belonged to clubs taking part in sporting or outdoor activities, 

student members who had more than 1 year left to study at Massey and students who had given 

exceptional service to the clubs they were involved with.   
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Clubs’ Days 

SEMESTER ONE 

Another successful Clubs’ Day at Massey University in Auckland was held on Wednesday 2 March 

with clubs reporting high student interest and sign-ups.  The ASA tent was the host site for 

students to find out all about the club system, sign up for clubs that weren’t represented on the 

day and make suggestions for clubs that they would like to see active on campus.  The following 

clubs were represented:  

 

• Academic Toastmasters 

• Albany Massey Engineering 

Students Society (AMESS) 

• Beta Alpha Psi (BAP) 

• ComeUnity @ Massey 

• Global Leadership Interlink(GLI) 

• Massey Albany Communication 

Students (MACS) 

• Massey Albany Community Garden 

• Massey Albany Football Club 

(MAFC) 

• Massey Albany Movie Club (MAMC) 

• Massey Chinese Christian 

Fellowship (MCCF) 

• Massey University Auckland 

Chinese Students' Association 

(MUACSA) 

• Massey University Student 

Enterprise (MUSE) 

• MU Chinese Basketball Association 

(MUCBA) 

• MUA Aerial Arts Club 

• MUA Badminton Club 

• MUA eSports Club 

• MUA Rock Climbing Club 

• MUA Rugby Club 

• MUA Running Club 

• MUA Snow Sports Club 

• MUA Student Investment Club 

• MUA Student Life Club 

• MUA Table Tennis Club 

• MUA Tabletop 

• MUA Tennis Club 

• MUA Ultimate Frisbee 

• MUA Yoga Lounge 

• Social Innovation NZ (SINZ) 

• Tertiary Students Christian 

Fellowship (TSCF) 
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SEMESTER TWO 

Clubs’ Day was held during Orientation Week on Wednesday 20th July. Due to the unpleasant 

weather, all clubs were positioned underneath the awning at Student Central. This made for an 

exciting atmosphere as everyone was close together and there was lots going on. Clubs reported 

high levels of interaction from students interested in learning more about what they were about 

and club groups had a lot of fun in ASA’s giant snow globe. 

 

Clubs in attendance at semester two’s clubs’ day were: 

 

• Academic Toastmasters 

• Albany Massey Engineering 

Students Society (AMESS) 

• Beta Alpha Psi (BAP) 

• ComeUnity @ Massey 

• Massey Albany Communication 

Students (MACS) 

• Massey Albany Community Garden 

• Massey Albany Football Club 

(MAFC) 

• Massey Albany Movie Club (MAMC) 

• Massey Chinese Christian 

Fellowship (MCCF) 

• Massey Pride 

• Massey University Auckland 

Chinese Students' Association 

(MUACSA) 

• Massey University Student 

Enterprise (MUSE) 

• MU Chinese Basketball Association 

(MUCBA) 

• MUA Aerial Arts Club 

• MUA Badminton Club 

• MUA Politics Club  

• MUA Rock Climbing Club 

• MUA Rugby Club 

• MUA Snow Sports Club 

• MUA Student Investment Club 

• MUA Student Life Club 

• MUA Table Tennis Club 

• MUA Tabletop 

• MUA Volleyball Club 

• MUA Ultimate Frisbee 

• MUA Yoga Lounge 

• Social Innovation NZ (SINZ) 

• Tertiary Students Christian 

Fellowship (TSCF) 
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Club Involvement in University Events 

SPIRITUALITY WEEK 

Spirituality week ran from 2nd – 6th May. Both the Yoga club and MUMSA (Muslim Students’ 

Association) had a presence during the week. 

OPEN DAY 

Auckland Campus Open Day was held on Saturday 20 August.  Seven clubs attended Open day, 

each club running an activity pertaining to their club. 

• Massey Pride 

• ComeUnity@Massey Club 

• MUA Sri Lankan Club 

• MUA Malaysian Club 

• MUA Tabletop 

• MUA Chinese Students’ Association 

• SALT- Speech and Language Therapy Club 

DIWALI 

The campus Diwali Festival was held on the 12 October from 12-3pm at Student Central. The 

MUA Malaysian Club and newly formed MUA Japanese club participated in this event.  

Inter-tertiary Competition 

UNIVERSITY TERTIARY SPORT NZ 

2016 was the first year of competition under University Tertiary Sport NZ (UTSNZ). Under this 

program of competition, Massey University was only able to enter combined teams from all 

campuses to represent the University. Massey University Auckland students participated in 

Badminton, Basketball, and Netball.  This brings with it the challenge of selecting participants 

from different regions who do not get the ability to train with each other.  The cost of participation 

is also difficult for some students to manage. 

 

The competition format is aimed at higher performing athletes and there were no social grade 

competitions in 2016, such as the “Waikato Invitational” or “Northern Tertiary Challenge”, as in 

previous years.  

BADMINTON 

The mixed Badminton team competed against six other national Universities, each having selected 

its top team. Auckland University’s team had three players who also belonged to the NZ men’s 

team. Games consisted of different sets, including men’s and women’s doubles, as well as singles. 
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All results contributed to an overall score for the round. Team Massey did exceptionally well in 

pool play, which boosted confidence. A dynamic and fast close encounter against AUT saw them 

through, 3-2, to the final. After an exceptionally strong game, Massey eventually lost to Auckland 

University 0-5. Players were very grateful for the opportunity and support, and look forward to 

the next shot at gold. 

BASKETBALL 

The UTSNZ Basketball Tournament was held at AUT on the 5th-7th of September. Massey had 

hoped to field a team made up of both Manawatu students and Auckland students but at the last 

minute, the Manawatu students pulled out. In the end, the Massey team was under strength (in 

numbers) and an injury early in the competition for one of the team members meant that our 

team became uncompetitive.  

NETBALL 

The UTSNZ Netball Tournament was held at the Auckland Netball Centre on the 24th and 25th of 

September. Massey had a great tournament and managed to field a team of 11 players, including 

one student from the Wellington campus, one student from our Auckland campus and nine from 

the Manawatu campus. Auckland University, AUT, Victoria University, Waikato University and the 

University of Canterbury were represented at the competition.The team had to play 6 games over 

the 2 days starting with a close game against Victoria where the girls went into the last minute 

with a 2 goal lead but unfortunately were behind by 2 when the final whistle blew. Massey finished 

in 4th place.  

ULTIMATE FRISBEE 

The 2016 New Zealand University Ultimate Championships took place on Monday 29 August and 

Tuesday 30 August 2016 at Colin Maiden Park in St Johns.  Massey entered a team comprising 

both Manawatu and Auckland Ultimate Frisbee Club players. The event featured 9 teams from 

the following six New Zealand Universities: AUT, University of Auckland, University of Otago, 

University of Canterbury, Victoria University and Massey University. 

Club Grants 

ASA affiliated clubs are eligible to apply for grant funding from the University.  The ASA President 

and social vice-president (or nominated executive) sit on the committee that considers the grant 

applications. Once again there was an increase in funds available from the University with an 

allocation of $50,000 for 2016.  There were 8 club grant rounds spread throughout the year.  

88 applications were made from 25 different clubs. 85 applications were approved, with 2 declined 

and funding allocated from a different budget for 1 of the applications.  During the 8 rounds, 

$50,246 was awarded to clubs of which $6,487 was returned into the pool. Grant funds can only 

be used for their allocated purpose and in most cases only cover a percentage of the cost of the 
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project. A total of $43,759 from the 2016 budget was spent by clubs.  An additional $1,379 was 

spent on first aid training. In December, additional assets were purchased with the surplus funds 

in the budget: a laptop for CAC and club use, a foosball table for the student lounge, inflatable 

couches, new cloth for pool table and a contribution towards the operational costs of the ASA van 

was made.  
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2016 CLUB GRANT FUNDING DISTRIBUTION BY ROUND 
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Clubs’ Prize Giving 

The 2016 Clubs’ Awards Dinner was held on October 19th from 6-8pm at the ASA Student Lounge.  

About 70 students attended the “Ace of Clubs” Awards Dinner. The theme was black and red 

which most of the attendees embraced. It was a fabulous night with a great meal, some fun 

games that involved everyone, a very popular lolly bar and a lot of laughter! The clubs were 

acknowledged for all their successful events and activities organised in the year.  

 

The following trophies were awarded on the night: 

 

Overall Club of the Year - Albany Massey Engineering Students’ Society (AMESS) 

Recognising excellence in the administration of a club, club activity, and the promotion of student 

life Massey University Albany 

 

Most Improved Club of the Year – MUA Aerial Arts 

Awarded to the club that increased involvement for its members in terms of promoting student 

life as well as improved administration or club activities.  

 

Committee of the Year – Massey University Speech and Language Therapy (SALT) 

Awarded to the executive committee of the club that has worked in collaboration with Massey 

University and the Albany Students’ Association and has demonstrated excellence in the 

organisation, administration, development of their club. 

 

New Club of the Year – Massey University Malaysian Club 

Awarded to a club that has been established in 2016, and has demonstrated a high commitment 

in terms of increasing student life on campus as well as developing a productive executive 

committee. 

 

Club Sustainability Award – Massey Association for Communication Students (MACS) 

Awarded to a club which is has an established presence at Massey University and continues to 

provide activities and events that that positively impact student life on campus. They are 

recognised for developing a strategic club model and acquiring resources and other assets that 

ensure club continuation for years to come. 

 

Club Event of the Year- Albany Massey Engineering Students’ Society (AMESS) 

Awarded to a club who has hosted an outstanding event or activity in 2016. This award celebrates 

the way the event was promoted and delivered and also the overall impact on the club and 

student life at Massey University Albany.  
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Contribution to Massey University Community Award – Hayden Wilson and Cameron 

Mearns 

Awarded to a club member who goes out of their way for their club, cultural group or society by 

recognising individuals who put in an outstanding effort and demonstrate an impact on the club, 

society, cultural group as well as overall student life.   

 

Diversity award – Massey Pride 

Awarded to a club who is devoted to bringing together the diverse community at Massey 

University, Albany. The diversity award celebrates a club’s ability to create, develop and promote 

events or programs that allow a wide range of students to participate whether they are from 

different colleges, cultures or backgrounds.  

 

Sport Growth and Development Award – Shaun McMiken 

Awarded to an individual or a sport team that has put outstanding effort into their sport team, 

club or individually to help grow sport on the Albany campus. This recognises the efforts of an 

individual who may help with recruitment of sport teams, takes on coaching roles, organises 

training venues and increases the value of student life on campus. 

 

Team Albany Sportsperson of the Year – Holly Scott 

Awarded to a current student at Massey University Albany who has competed as a member of a 

sports club. This award is granted not only for excellence in sport, but also for contribution to 

university life during the award period 

 

Team Albany Sports Team of the Year - Massey Albany Football Club (MAFC) 

Awarded to a sports club that has participated in competition during the current year. This award 

is granted not only for excellence in sport, but also recognises active recruitment, commitment to 

training and overall contribution to student life during the award period. 
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